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1. FormStorm Overview 

The Form Processing Environment 

 

Form processing is commonly referred to as the application of extracting data from paper forms. The process 

starts with scanning of paper forms and continues by subjecting the scanned images to optical character 

recognition (OCR) in order to convert the data contained in them into electronic format.  A schematic diagram 

of a typical form processing system is shown below. 

 

 

The major steps in this process are: 

▪ Capture – The Capture station is the one responsible for loading the images to be processed into the 

FormStorm queues.  There could be one or more capture stations (depending on volume and throughput 

requirements).  The source of the Capture station can be a scanner or existing image files.  

▪ Image processing – In some cases, pre-processing of images is needed (before they are sent to the be 

recognized) in order to enhance image quality, correct quality problems with the images or to better 

prepare them for recognition. If Jobs are processed that contain different types of forms, they must be 

either separated to groups of similar types, or processed automatically within the system by identifying the 

forms and classifying them into groups as part of the processing.  

▪ Recognition – Data may reside in forms of various formats. It may be printed, written, contained in bar-

codes or encoded as marks. The recognition process extracts the desired data from the forms. Most often, 
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the data are located in regions of the forms whose general location is known in advance in areas referred 

to as regions. The form may be considered as a collection of regions. Each region may be processed in a 

different manner depending on the types of data expected to be found in the region. 

▪ Data correction and verification – At the conclusion of the automated data recognition process data should 

be verified and corrected. Inevitably, there are instances that data cannot be recognized, and in some 

instances, data may be falsely recognized. To reduce and avoid data that was incompletely and/or falsely 

recognized, data may be presented to operators for inspection, verification and correction. In most cases, 

only data that is known to be improperly processed or is suspicious is presented for such verification. 

▪ Data export – After all data is verified and accepted, it is exported in a desired format and placed in 

databases or other applications for further processing in a manner that is dependent on the nature of the 

overall application. 

Aside from the system components that are needed to perform the processing described above, additional 

functionality and components are needed to transform the above into a complete, working system: 

▪ User Management and Control – The processing involved may require one or more users of the system to 

achieve the desired results. Users must be assigned usage privileges so they are able to perform the tasks 

assigned to them. Conversely, users should not be able to log on to system areas to which they have no 

valid reason to access.  

▪ Data security – Data extracted from forms should be isolated and protected from system failures and 

incorrect routing. Safeguards should be built into the system to prevent data security breaches.  

▪ System Performance Tracking and Reporting – System administrators should be able to monitor system 

loads and throughput, and manage the various aspects of system operation. Performance reports should 

be available that provide system managers with performance information, statistics and summaries 

covering the various system modules and tasks. 
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FormStorm System Hierarchy  

 

In order to use FormStorm to process documents, certain Setup activities need to occur before actual 

processing can happen.  During the Setup applications definitions are made that enable FormStorm to process 

documents efficiently. 

The following terminology is useful to understand how FormStorm works: 

▪ System – A system is the highest-level concept, equivalent to an application, containing data structure and 

forms that FormStorm supports. A system contains all the definitions and settings of a particular set of 

forms, their processing instructions and the separate locations for data streams and storage.  FormStorm 

allows the creation of multiple systems. Each may contain an unlimited number of form types consisting, 

in turn, of any number of pages, templates and regions. 

▪ Form – The actual paper that is the basis for every form processing application. It houses the desired data 

the application reads. A form may consist of more than one page, as is often the case with two sided forms.  

In FormStorm a Form refers to a complete document for example if an application form consists of 4 pages 

then all the 4 pages make up a complete document and are referred to as a Form.  

▪ Field – A logical area of interest in a form where certain data elements can be found. Fields are created in 

complete correspondence to the structure of the final database architecture, and may be characterized by 

specific parameters that are unique to the field of this type. Fields can contain data in the form of 

characters,  numeric, alphabetic or both,  barcodes, or in the form of marks. 

▪ Page – A physical entity that represents a specific form type, and consists of the regions of interest from 

where data is to be extracted. Pages can be defined based on newly scanned or existing images of forms. 

▪ Template – A template is an instance of a page. Essentially it defines how the page looks.  More than one 

template may correspond to one page due to variations in the location of regions, or slight changes made 

to the form over time. 

▪ Region – An area of interest in a specific form template. A region is typically a rectangle or a square area of 

a form, and is defined in terms of the coordinates of its four edges. Once a region is defined, it can be 

assigned the properties and parameters of a pre-defined field, or new parameters may be defined, as 

needed. 
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Systems can be regarded as standalone applications running within the FormStorm environment hence 
changes made within one system do not affect other systems.  A single System can support many different 
types of documents.   

The hierarchy within a system is as follows:

 

 
The top most element in the tree structure is the System.  A system is the highest-level concept, equivalent to 

an application.   A system contains all the definitions and settings of a particular set of forms, their processing 

instructions and the separate locations for data streams and storage.  A system may contain an unlimited 

number of forms consisting, in turn, of any number of pages, templates and regions.   

The next level in the tree structure is the Form definition.  Within each System, multiple forms can be defined.  

A form definition contains all the information that belong to that form which includes the pages, the fields and 

the templates that belong to that form.  For example, in a two-sides form, the fields from both sides are defined 

as part of the form.   
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The next element in the hierarchy is the Field Header which includes generic field definitions e.g. order in which 

fields are to be displayed.  Under the Field Header, the Field definitions are listed.  Each field contains the 

appropriate definitions required for that field e.g. Type of field (numeric, character etc.), field length and so on. 

The next element in the hierarchy is the Pages Header which is at the same level as the Fields Header.  The 

Pages Header does not contain any definitions.  A form can contain multiple pages e.g. a duplex form contains 

two pages.  All the pages that make up the form are listed under the Pages Header. 

Under the Page exist the Table element which is used for ‘line item processing’ when processing invoices.  At 

the same level in the hierarchy is the Template.  A template defines what the page looks like. More than one 

template may correspond to one page for example where there are multiple variations in how a specific 

document page looks e.g. in the location of regions, or slight changes made to the form over time.    

A Region is an area of interest in a specific form template. A region is typically a rectangle or a square area of a 

form, and is defined in terms of the coordinates of its four edges. Once a region is defined, it can be assigned 

to a field. 

 

 

In summary, a FormStorm system has the system name at the top of the hierarchy tree.  A system may contain 

many forms.  A form contains at least one page but may contain many pages e.g. a survey consisting of 6 pages.  

The field from all the pages belong to that Form.  Each page may have one or more templates and each template 

has many regions.  Each region is assigned to a single field. 

FormStorm allows the creation of multiple systems within a single FormStorm installation. 

For example:  a company may wish to use FormStorm to process forms from various departments.  One option 

is to define one system and within this system define all the forms from the different departments.  Another 

option is to define multiple systems e.g. one for Marketing, one for Finance, one for Sales etc. and within each 

system define the forms that are applicable to that department.  
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  Example of a FormStorm installation with three different systems 
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Application and Form Set-Up 

 

FormStorm uses tabs to separate the functionality according to a logical set of activities  

 

 

The tabs at the bottom of the FormStorm screen can be regarded as belonging to one of three categories:   

1. Setup 

2. Administrative  

3. Operational. 

The Setup tabs are used to set up the application and the forms that you wish to process. The Operational tabs 

are used to process the forms and extract the data.  The Administrative tabs are used to manage the systems 

and the users. 

FormStorm tabs include: 

Setup  

The Setup tab allows you to define the forms and fields such that FormStorm could locate the required data.  It 

also allows you to setup the application based on your requirements. 

SemiForm 

The SemiForm tab is an extension to the Setup tab and provides additional advanced functionality for a form in 

which there is more difficulty to extract data e.g. where fields are not always in the same location etc... 
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Capture 

The Capture tab allows you to input forms by preparing Jobs for scanning, operating the system scanner(s), 

viewing scanned pages, making changes to the sequence of scanned pages, and approving scanned Jobs for 

OCR processing. If your application calls for processing of images that have already been scanned, select the 

Files option, and import the files you need to process.  Use the Folder open to scan directories on a continuous 

basis 

OCR 

In the OCR tab you may select which Job from the queue you would like to process. You can select to Get next 

Job, or any one of existing Jobs by pressing Get specific Job. As the Job you select is processed you will see the 

results flow through the screen as an indication that the system is processing your Job. 

Matching 

Allows a user to manually select the template for unmatched images i.e. images which FormStorm could not 

automatically match with a template 

Verify 

After the OCR processing of a Job is complete, you may view the results of the recognition process. From the 

Verify tab, select the Get Next Job or Get Specific Job. 

TruTypist 

The TruTypist tab allows for a second Verifier to go over and ensure the data is accurate.  This is also known as 

‘key and verify’. 

Supervisor 

The Supervisor tab allows you create the system such that problematic forms get redirected to a special queue 

that the supervisor can access to resolve those cases. 

Quality Control 

The Quality Control tab allows you to sample the results of the Verifiers to ensure they are properly verifying 

the data 

Export 

The Export tab allows you to have a separate station to export the data.  This is useful as it can take the strain 

off the verify stations and provide the verifiers with faster more responsive systems 

Queues 

In this tab you may view the status of the various Jobs in the system. 
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Statistics 

This tab allows system managers to define, create and view reports that summarize system performance 

reports.  

Logs 

This tab allows system managers to define, create and view various logs generated by FormStorm that 

summarize system operation. 

Users 

This tab allows system managers to define FormStorm users and assign them the system privileges necessary 

for the fulfillment of their Jobs.   

Training 

This tab allows users to define and train their own recognition classifiers based on the content of certain form 

regions. 
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2. FormStorm Setup 
 

During the Setup process, the application that will be used to process the forms is created.  In FormStorm, this 

application is referred to as a ‘System’.  The Setup process provides FormStorm with all the information 

required to process the forms, including: field definitions, form templates for identification, OCR parameters 

for data extraction, data verification and export definitions.   

 

Logging on to FormStorm 

 

Upon starting the FormStorm application, the Login window appears. 

 

 

 FormStorm can be activated in one of two modes: 

 

Expert Mode – in Expert Mode the full functionality of FormStorm is available to the user in all Setup and 

operating tabs  

 

Simplified Mode – in Simplified Mode only certain basic functionality is exposed to the user even though 

it is all present in the installed program. 

 

The purpose of the two modes is primarily to expedite the process of becoming familiar with FormStorm for 

new users, while enabling experienced users with the full power of FormStorm.   Upon first login the user is 

presented with the logon to the default mode, the Simplified Mode.  Users can switch to logon to Expert Mode 

from the logon dialogue box itself or, once logged in, from within FormStorm. Moreover, switching between 

the modes is possible at any time.  
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Choices available at login 

 

When logging in, you have the following main choices (all are described below in detail): 

  Login using your User Name, Password, and select the desired Working System 

  Bring down a Menu with several useful choices 

  Enter the login Settings options 

 

 

 

Select these options: 

  Enter your User Name, Password, and Working System – If you plan on getting straight to work, this is your 

choice. Previous logoff values are preserved and presented. 

 Login menu – The login menu gives you a quick access to Help, About or to Exit: 
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 The About option displays useful system information: 

 

If your system is licensed for a certain number of pages per unit time (e.g. per month), the licensed limit and 

the number of remaining pages are displayed. For evaluation systems the expiration date of the system is 

indicated, and for all systems the last date of upgrades eligibility (maintenance expiration) is also shown. 

 

  Login Settings – The Login Settings allows you to choose to create a new system or import an existing system 

(see below for details for each choice), and it is where you can switch from Simplified Mode to Expert Mode 

and vice versa 

 

Should you need to install a new license file, you may do so right from the login screen (in addition to the 

License Manager; documented separately). When you click on Install New License a browsing window open. 

Browse to the location of the license file and select it. The new license file replaces the present file and the new 

license is installed. 

 The login options described above are available only to a user with administrative privileges. Any other user 

will not get access to these options and may log in as an operator for the purpose of performing work in 

the system 
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To log in to an existing system  

 

The User Name displayed initially is the admin user.  The System displayed will be the last system that was 

accessed. 

  Enter your User Name and Password 

  Select the System you wish to login to 

  Click the Login button 

 

The default user id and password are: 

User Name = admin  

Password = admin51   

 The user password can be changed once logged into FormStorm by selecting Change Password from the 

File menu 

 

 

 

                       

 The Admin password can also be changed in the FormStorm License Manager.  See FormStorm License 

Manager – Changing the Administrator Password. 

file:///C:/Personal/Amos/Toshiba%20backup%208%20Nov/Amos/CharacTell/Documents/FormStorm%20User%20Guide/Latest%20version%202018/FormStorm%20User%20Guide%2020180517.docx%23_Changing_the_Administrator_Password
file:///C:/Personal/Amos/Toshiba%20backup%208%20Nov/Amos/CharacTell/Documents/FormStorm%20User%20Guide/Latest%20version%202018/FormStorm%20User%20Guide%2020180517.docx%23_Changing_the_Administrator_Password
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To select an existing working system 

 

The drop-down list at the bottom of the Login dialogue box shows all systems that are current in the system. 

Bring down the list and point or scroll to the one you wish to enter: 

 

 

To create a new system and log in to this new system 

 

  Enter your User Name and Password 

  In the Login Settings select Create New System  

 

 Enter the new system name in the New System Name field 

  Click the Create and Login button 
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 If there is already a system with the specified name, the Create buttons will be disabled and a message 

will appear warning that ‘System Already Exists!’ 

 The Quick Setup section is used to provide a quick way to define systems for Invoice Processing.  

To create a blank system, leave the System Template field as: 

 ‘- Empty System: Define Forms and Fields Later -‘ 

 

 When creating a new system, FormStorm creates a directory with the system name.  Inside this directory 

FormStorm creates a XML file that stores the system definitions.  The field ‘Directory for XML file’ in the 

Create System window specifies the directory where the system definitions XML file will be stored.  E.g. in 

the above case a new directory called ‘C:\Program Files\FormStorm\Demo’ is created.  This directory 

contains the XML file called ‘Demo.xml’. 

 

FormStorm uses this XML file to store all the information it needs to know about the system in order to process 

the forms.  This includes information about the forms, the fields, the field locations on the form and so on. 
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Demo XML file 
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The Setup Work Area 

 

Once logged in to FormStorm, your Setup tab will look differently based on the Mode you selected (or the 

default/previous selection made) at login: 

Simplified Mode Setup looks like this: 

 

 

Expert Mode Setup looks like this: 

 

 

In Simplified Mode only key settings are visible and can modified, while in Expert Mode all settings are visible 

and can modified.  

 

To switch from Simplified Mode to Expert Mode and back from within FormStorm, while you are in the Setup 

tab (at the bottom), click on the menu icon at the upper left corner, and click the Switch option that is revealed 

to you: 
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The Setup screen for a new system will look as follows: 

 

 

In the title of the window FormStorm displays the current system name, the user name and the station number.  

The left-hand pane shows the system name.  No other elements have been defined so far.  The right-hand side 

is the work area.  The first step is to ensure that the System Properties are defined properly. 

 If not all the tabs at the bottom are visible you can select from the View menu the Tabs option and make 

sure the required tabs are selected. 

 

 

 Some tabs may not be active, this means that the license does not include permissions for this functionality. 
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The System Properties 

 

The System Properties are global parameters defined in logical groups under the respective tab headings.  The 

following section will explain in detail each tab and its core functionalities.  More advanced features will be 

discussed in the chapter “Setup – Advanced Topics”   

The System Properties tabs include:  

General used to define the directories where files are located 

Capture used to define parameters for scanning or a directory from which to import images  

OCR used to define parameters used by the OCR software including image  

    enhancements and template matching parameters 

Verify used to specify parameters that affect the way the verification station is  

  displayed 

Export used to define export parameters for both data and images 

Documents used to define document separation parameters  

Events used to link external programs which can be called from within FormStorm based on a certain 

event occurring. 

AutoForm used to define parameters to allow FormStorm to learn templates automatically. 

Classification    used to classify documents into respective Types and Sub-Types (not included in this Guide) 

Workflow    used to define roles and actions to allow for workflow purposes. (not included in this Guide) 

More used for miscellaneous properties: 

 Exceptions used to define customized exceptions (reasons) which the Verifier will be            

able to choose from to specify when a problem exists 

Quality Control used to define which fields and sample sizes to be uses for ensuring the 

quality of the data after verification. 

Mosaic used to define parameters that determine how the mosaic screens will 

look and how many characters will be displayed per screen. 

Priorities used to define what prioritizing mechanism to use. 

 Legacy used for legacy options no longer relevant 
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General System Properties 

 

The General section of the System Properties is mainly used to define the directory locations for the image and 

data files required by FormStorm while processing the forms as well as the export location of these files. 

 

 

The General System Properties: 

The Basics section includes: 

Name - name of the system. The name is displayed at the root of the setup tree on the left-hand side. It doesn't 

have any other purpose. 

Description - description of the system. This is for information purposes only. 

System Template – this field specifies which ‘ready-made’ system was used when using FormStorm’s built-in 

systems for invoice processing systems.  See more info in the Invoice Processing Guide 

Forms – number of forms defined in the system.  This field is populated by FormStorm based on the number of 

forms defined for the system.  A system can contain several different form definitions.  During run-time 
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FormStorm will match each image being processed with the corresponding template and will therefore be able 

to ascertain the form to which each image being processed belongs to. 

Add Form button – click this button to add a new form to the system definition.  You can also right click on the 

System name in the left-hand pane. 

  

 

The result: a new form is added to the system definition 

  

 If you do not see the New Form1 in the left-hand pane click on the plus sign next to the system name 

.                                  
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The Directories section includes: 

Queues Directory - directory in which the queue files will be stored. The queue files are the image and data 

files of Jobs that are being processed by FormStorm.  The queue files are first created when sending a Job to 

the queue in the Capture station. These files get updated to store the appropriate information at the different 

stages of the processing cycle.  The OCR results are updated during the OCR process; the verifier results are 

updated during the Verification process.  The queue files are deleted at the end of the export process after the 

data and images are successfully exported to their corresponding locations. 

Data Export Directory – directory to which the data files (data extracted from the images and verified by the 

data entry operator) of the jobs are stored after the processing of the job is completed. 

Image Export Directory - directory to which the scanned images of the Job are exported. 

Logs Directory - directory to which the logs are written.  The logs are used to store information of Jobs 

processed by FormStorm.  This information can then be used for statistics or for audit purposes.  The log files 

provide detailed information about each Job that was processed in the system.   

Database Directory – one of the export options within FormStorm is to export to an Access database.  This is 

the directory in which the Access database will be created.   

AutoForm Backups Directory – when AutoForm is turned on, the Setup XML is updated frequently for every 

new template that comes into the system. FormStorm keeps older versions of the XML in this directory so that 

if needed rollback will be possible. 

Export Backups Directory – copy Job files ( tif+xml+csv+chr ) before export.  This is useful for cases where a 

backup of all jobs prior to export is needed.  

Warn (MB) – display warning when free space available in directory reaches this number. 

Stop (MB) – stop processing when free space available in directory reaches this number.  

 

The More section includes:   

Show Critical Log – if a critical error occurs a window will pop up notifying of this error 

Write Date to Log Files – FormStorm logs all processing information about Jobs in the log files.  This option is 

used to include the date in the log data.  The log files can be used for auditing purposes as it details the actions 

that took place for each Job as it was processed through the system. 
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Sample Log file 

 

Log Original File Names – include the name of the input files in the logs 

Log Activity to DB – log details (Audit information) will be written to a SQL database rather than text files  

 Select this option and click the Tools icon  to the right of the field to specify connection parameters for 

the database 

 Example of connection parameters 

 

Template in XML – template information is stored in the XML file of the system where all other system 

information such as forms, fields etc. are stored.  This is the default option  

Template in Binary – template information is stored in binary format and is not included in the XML file of the 

system.  This option is useful where there are a very large number of templates as it means much faster 

template matching process. 

 You can toggle between the different modes at any time.  However, with a very large number of 

templates this may take a few minutes 

 When working with templates in Binary mode, two additional files are created within the Templates 

directory.  These are Templates.bin and Templates.str.  These files hold the templates information which 

would otherwise be held in the XML file 
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Job is One Floating Form – this option is applicable to multi page forms.  Generally, in the Verify stage, when 

displaying the fields, FormStorm only displays the fields that correspond to the page of the image being 

displayed. This option is used to display all the fields that belong to a form, regardless of which page they belong 

to, allowing the Verifier to move from one page to another during verify with the fields remaining fixed i.e. the 

fields appearing in the Verify do not change when scrolling from one page to another.    

Split Queues Directory – used for very large systems where thousands of Jobs are being processed 

simultaneously.  This option splits the queues into separate directories.  If this option is not used then all the 

Jobs being processed by FormStorm are stored as files in a single directory called the Queues directory.  In cases 

where many Jobs are being processed, it is preferable to have FormStorm create multiple queue directories 

and manage the Jobs in those directories.  A new subdirectory will be created in the Queues directory at the 

start of each hour.  This allows FormStorm to be more efficient in allocating and retrieving Jobs and will have 

no effect on the user interaction 

Original Name as JobName – in the Queues display the image name of the input file instead of the Job number.  

For this option to take effect you need to exit and login again.  For information on using this option See 

Managing the Queues – Using Original File Name as the Job name   

Process only First Page – this option is used for cases where only the first page in the Job needs to be processed 

by the OCR but all the images need to be exported.  FormStorm will retain all the images in a job but will only 

perform OCR only on the first page and only display the first page for verification. 

Manage Queues in DB – using this option will keep the queues in a database table. The queues will be kept in 

files as well. 

file:///C:/Personal/Amos/Toshiba%20backup%208%20Nov/Amos/CharacTell/Documents/FormStorm%20User%20Guide/Latest%20version%202018/FormStorm%20User%20Guide%2020180517.docx%23_Changing_the_Administrator_Password
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Capture System Properties 

 

The Capture section of the System Properties is used to define the parameters required by the Capture station.  

These include the scanning parameters as well as a directory location in situations where the Capture station 

will retrieve existing images from a designated directory location. 
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The Capture System Properties: 

The Scanning Parameters section includes: 

Resolution - resolution of the scanning in dpi (dots per inch) 

Width - width of the scanning area in inches 

Height - height of the scanning area in inches 

XPos - X coordinate of top left corner of the scanning area in inches 

YPos - Y coordinate of top left corner of scanning area in inches 

Black and White / Gray / Color - determines if scanning output is black and white, gray level or in color.   

FormStorm requires black and white images for the OCR process, but it is possible to scan gray or color images 

in order to save them later in JPEG format.  When scanning or importing a color image, FormStorm converts 

the image to a black and white image and uses that for the OCR.  The grayscale or color image is used for 

exporting the image or part of the image in grayscale or color. 

Brightness - controls how black pixels are created from the gray image. The higher this value is, the more pixels 

will be considered as white. 

Contrast - controls how black pixels are created using information from the neighbor pixels. The higher this 

value is, the more pixels will be considered as white. 

Adaptive – scans in gray level or color and convert to black and white image using CharacTell algorithms.  The 

conversion to black and white is required for OCR purposes since images need to be black and white for the 

OCR. 

 Using the Adaptive option greatly increases the scanning time because the color and gray scale images 

that need to be converted are large. 

Gray / Red / Green / Blue – with this option FormStorm only keeps the color specified.  This option is used to 

simulate color dropout 

 

The Advanced Scanning Parameters section includes: 

Keep Colors - keep gray / color images after sending to queue.  This option is required where the complete 

form or part of the form needs to be exported in gray or color.  If this option is not selected, the gray or color 

image will be converted to a black and white image and FormStorm will retain only the black and white image.  

Therefore, the Keep Colors option must be selected if the full image or part of it needs to be exported as 

grayscale or color image. 

 The images displayed in the Capture station when scanning always appear as black and white even if 

Color and Keep Color are selected. 
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Duplex – scan both side of the paper. Every paper that goes into the automatic feeder creates two images, one 

for the front and one for the backside. 

Auto Extend – in special cases with color and grayscale images the number of pixels is very small and FormStorm 

will double the size of the image to improve the quality 

TWAIN Resize - setting this property instructs FormStorm to send the window parameters to TWAIN and 

receive the window only during scanning. If you uncheck this property – the scanning will be done on the full 

page and FormStorm will do the window capture later. 

Detect ADF – use the ADF (Automatic Document Feeder) instead of flatbed. This option is relevant only if the 

scanner has both ADF and flatbed. 

TWAIN GUI - show the scanner GUI. The default is not to show any GUI and to transfer the scanning parameters 

without showing user interface. 

TWAIN Reload - useful for scanners which are not fully twain compatible. This option reloads twain for every 

page. 

Stop on Empty Page - instruct the automatic feeder of the scanner to pause after it encounters an empty page. 

Remove Empty Page – all blank images are removed and not included in the Job 

Remove Empty Header and Footer – with this option, if there is a large blank top and bottom margin on the 

image, FormStorm removes this area thereby reducing image size 

 

The Folder Scan section includes: 

Directory name - this is relevant when the required functionality is for FormStorm to continually poll a certain 

directory location and retrieve images once they are placed in this directory.  In this mode, FormStorm polls 

the directory every few seconds looking for new files required to be imported.  Once found it copies them to 

the queues so they can be processed.  The original files are either renamed, (with “.queued” added to the 

name), or deleted, depending on how it is defined in the Capture station. 

Include Files – specify which types of files FormStorm should retrieve from the Directory to Scan Location. 

 TIFF – retrieve files of TIFF format 

 PDF – retrieve files of PDF format 

 Numeric – retrieve files ending with a numeric suffix 

 JPG – retrieve files of JPG format 
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Activate email Scanner –to set up automated capture and import of attachments from electronic mail (emails). 

Designated email accounts are scanned for attachments that are automatically brought in for processing into 

the queue. There is no practical limit on the number of email accounts that are examined simultaneously for 

this purpose. 

Email Scan Settings - to set up the email scanner mail accounts, press Email Scan Settings. You will see the 

following box: 

 

In this example two email accounts are already created and ready to operate. 

At any time, you may add a new account, change the settings for each account already defined, or delete 

unwanted or unneeded accounts. 

To edit an existing account, press Edit in the menu at the top of the box, or double-click on the account line you 

wish to edit.  

To delete an account, select the account line you wish to delete and select it. Press Delete in the menu at the 

top of the box. 

To create a new account press, Add in the menu at the top of the box. An empty box will open into which you 

enter the defining parameters for this account: 
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The following parameters are needed for a complete definition: 

Account name – the name by which you refer to this account 

Server – the name of the server as specified by the ISP or service provider 

Username – the name of the user on hat account as recognized by the ISP or service provider 

Password – the password for this account (hidden from view in this example) 

POP/IMAP – the mail account type 

Port – as specified by the ISP or service provided 

Save path – where the attachments are to be saved on disk; each account will have its own sub-directory  

Refresh – the time (in minutes) between each atempt to read email attachments. Note: choose a schedule that 

is applicable to your operation. 

Files types – you may optionally list file types you would like the system to capture as indicated by their standard 

file extensions, JPG, PDF, TIFF, etc. You may specify any file type that is supported by FormStorm. 

To test the settings before you save them, press Test in the menu at the top of the box. When done, press Save 

in the menu at the top of the box to save the new settings, and exit. 
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To Activate the Email Scanner function  

  From the Capture tab at the bottom of the screen, select the Folder option and press start. 

  
 

 The Options button  is used to define further parameters related to the scan directory option. 

All attachments captured using the Email Scan option are added to the processing queue in a similar manner 

to all other files that are captured by Scan Folder. 

 

The Miscellaneous section includes: 

Job Info Required – if this option is ticked then in the Capture station, the Queue Job button will not be enabled 

until the Job Info field is populated with some data  

Job Info from File Name – copies the name of the image file being imported into the Job Info field in the Capture 

station.  This means that the name of the image file being imported can then be included in the exported data 

file   

UNC – this option works in conjunction with the Job Info from File Name and includes the full path of the file 

name i.e. computer name and directories 
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The Job Info field in the Capture Station 

  

Check Form’s Pages – This option is to be used where a form has multiple pages.  With this option FormStorm 

will check that the appropriate pages exist.  For example, if the form has 2 pages per form the FormStorm will 

ensure that there is a corresponding number of pages 1 and 2.  Hence if the following order happens 1,2,1,2,1,1 

FormStorm will stop and highlight an error.  The order is checked and any errors highlighted after clicking the 

Queue Job button 

Check Right Order – This option is the same as Check Page Exist but also checks that the right order is followed.  

For example, if the form has two pages and the following sequence 1,2,1,2,2,1 is valid if only Check Form’s 

Pages is selected but if Check Right Order is selected FormStorm will highlight an error.  The order is checked 

and any errors highlighted after clicking the Queue Job button 

Reorder – with this option, FormStorm will automatically reorder the pages.  This is especially useful for duplex 

pages where normally both sides are scanned but sometimes not in the right order.  For example, the order of 

1,2,1,2,2,1 will be automatically reordered to 1,2,1,2,1,2.  The pages are reordered after clicking the Queue Job 

button 

Button disabled until 

Job Info field is 

populated with data 

Job Info field 

Capture station 
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Auto Rotate – this option uses rotation in the Capture process.  This feature is used in conjunction with the 

Auto Rotate Char Set because it determines the rotation required based on OCR results.  The image will be 

rotated until the OCR results are valid i.e. as per the character set selected. 

Auto Rotate Char Set – this is the character set that FormStorm will use to determine that the image has been 

rotated properly, by matching the OCR results to the character set selected. 

Printing (Endorsement) – this section is used to specify text that will be ‘printed’ onto the image 

Document Settings button – takes you to the Documents tab. 
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OCR System Properties 

 

The OCR section of the System Properties is used to define the parameters required by the OCR station.  These 

include image enhancements parameters, special customized programs that can be applied at various stages 

of the OCR process and other parameters that affect the template matching and OCR process. 

 

The OCR System Properties: 

The Basics section includes: 

Before Template Recognition – the first step FormStorm performs in the OCR process is to match each image 

being processed to the appropriate template. This field is used to define image enhancement that will be 

applied to each image being processed before FormStorm attempts to match the image with a template. 

For OCR only – enhancement is applied only temporarily before the OCR process but the image enhancements 

applied are not kept for image export 
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To define image enhancements parameters 

  Click the icon to the right of the required field 

  

The Enhancement String Builder window will open.  This window allows enhancement parameters to be defined 

and tested.   

 

 

Barcode Options – used to define barcode parameters when the required functionality is for FormStorm to 

look for a barcode anywhere on a page and extract the barcode number.   

To define barcode parameters 

 

  Click the icon to the right of the field 
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The Barcode Options String Builder window will open.  This window allows barcode parameters to be defined 

and tested.   

 

For more information see FormStorm Setup - Working with Templates - Barcode Region Parameter Properties. 

 

The Template Matching section includes: 

Try Rotations - the page is sometimes scanned in 180 degrees (upside down) or in other multiplication of 90 

degrees. Check this to instruct FormStorm to rotate the image and attempt template matching on the rotated 

image. 

OCR if No Match – this option instructs FormStorm to perform OCR on the form being processed even in cases 

where no match with a template was found.  In most cases this is unlikely to provide good results since no 

template matching implies that FormStorm cannot determine the exact locations where the regions for the 

fields are.  If this option is selected FormStorm will attempt to perform OCR on unmatched images based on 

the regions of the template defines as the default template i.e. the field titled Template   

  

Fax – when the images being processed are received via a fax, this option ensures that FormStorm applies its 

fax matching algorithm when performing template matching.  Faxes generally have more skewing and 

variations than printing and these algorithms try to account for this fact. 

file:///C:/Personal/Amos/Toshiba%20backup%208%20Nov/Amos/CharacTell/Documents/FormStorm%20User%20Guide/Latest%20version%202018/FormStorm%20User%20Guide%2020180517.docx%23_Barcode_Region_Parameters_Propertie
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Max Shift Horizontal – the maximum shift allowed horizontally for the template matching process 

Max Shift Vertical – the maximum shift allowed horizontally for the template matching process 

Minimal Regular Template Matching - the minimal score that is required for an image being processed to be 

considered as a match with a template.  This refers to the level of confidence FormStorm is required to have 

before an image is considered matched with one of the system templates. 

 When having problems with the template matching, it is advisable to lower this field to the lowest 

possible value of 9.  Processing the page again with the lower value may show successful template 

recognition at scores lower than the default of 25.  If images are not matched with any of the templates 

at a Min Match value of 9, this indicates that something is inherently different between the templates 

and the pages being processed and there is a need to find out what this difference is.  

 

 When forms are processed in the OCR station, FormStorm displays the matching score for each image 

being processed 
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Minimal Unstructured Template Matching - the minimal matching threshold for unstructured. 

Minimal Categorizer Matching - the minimal matching threshold for categorizer matching 

If Page Contains Table Only - do not try to match the page to any template if the page contains only a table. 

This is useful for continuation pages in invoices. 

The OCR Parameters section includes: 

Default Languages – it is possible to define an OCR Type without a language. In such case the Default Languages 

will be applied. You can select up to 3 languages.  This is useful where you would like to create an OCR Type 

and use that OCR Type with different systems. 

OCR Full Page – this option provides a full-page OCR rather than just specific regions.   

 You can use this option in conjunction with the Searchable PDF option (in System Properties Export tab) 

to output searchable PDF format 

Ignore Tables – tells the third-party OCR engine to ignore table structure and provide the OCR information as 

if there are no tables. In some engines this option provides more accurate results and in some it doesn’t. In 

both cases FormStorm re-arranges the results after the OCR completes. 

Auto Rotate – this option uses rotation in the OCR process.  This feature is used in conjunction with the Auto 

Rotate Char Set because it determines the rotation required based on OCR results.  The image will be rotated 

until the OCR results are valid i.e. as per the character set selected. 

Auto Rotate Char Set – this is the character set that FormStorm will use to determine that the image has been 

rotated properly, by matching the OCR results to the character set selected. 

 

The Advanced Matching Parameters section includes: 

Template – used to specify a default template such that if no template is matched with a form, the template 

defined in this field is used as the default 

 When there is no template matching no OCR takes place and the verifier needs to manually select the 

template and then key the fields in.  Defining a default template does not imply that OCR will take place if 

the template matching process is unsuccessful.  It simply means that the verifier will not be required to 

manually select the template and FormStorm will automatically display the appropriate fields that belong 

to the default template.  The unrecognized page will still need to be manually data entered. 

Condition – a condition that must be met for the corresponding template to be the selected template. 

FormStorm provides the ability to define two default templates each one with its own conditions.  This can be 

helpful in situations where there is more than one template and there is some difference in them such that it 

is possible to define a condition to distinguish between them.  In cases where only one default template is 

required to be selected in all cases, define the default template in the first Template field with no condition.  

An example where two default templates can be useful in situations where there is a duplex page so that there 
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are two templates front and back and a condition to distinguish between them can be defined e.g. different file 

size for the front image as opposed to the back image.   

Attachment Condition – an attachment refers to a page that has no data to be captured but the image is 

required to be exported.  An example can be a loan application form with evidence document attached.  Only 

the loan application form has data that needs to be captured but all images of the form and related documents 

need to be exported.  The attachment condition allows for defining certain rules that enable FormStorm to 

automatically determine if a page is an attachment and that page will not be displayed to the verifier. 

 The attachment condition does pose a risk in cases where the condition is not clear enough such that 

there could be cases where FormStorm mistakenly tags a form as an attachment.  In this case, no OCR will 

be applied to the form and it will not be presented to a verifier so that the end result could be missing 

data that was not extracted from this particular form.  Special consideration must be given when using 

this option.     

 

The template condition and attachment condition is a condition that may use numerals, operators and 

variables.  The variables can be out of the following list: 
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C - the matching confidence. The legal values of the matching confidence from the form recognition processes 

are in the range -1 to 100. -1 denotes a form that bears no resemblance to any of the templates (according to 

FormStorm). The value 0-100 designates the matching level achieved with one of the templates. Generally, a 

value greater than zero show that there is a significant similarity between the form and the template. 

G - the size of the image in bytes after it is compressed in Group 4. This number gives meaningful information 

about the amount of data in the image. For example, an image that is completely white or completely black has 

a low number of bytes after compression. 

W, H - width and height of the image in pixels. 

B - the image has barcode. This is a Boolean variable. B means any page that has a barcode is regarded as an 

attachment. Not B means any page that does have a barcode is regarded as an attachment 

M - the image has MICR (relevant in CheckStorm only). This is a Boolean variable.  M means any page that has 

a MICR is regarded as an attachment. Not M means any page that does not have a MICR is regarded as an 

attachment 

 

You can write a logical condition using the operators "and", "or", "not", ")",  

"(", ">" and "<". 

 

For example: 

(C<0 or G<1500) and (H<1000 or not M) 

For this condition to be true 2 conditions must be met 

 

1.  The matching confidence is less than zero or the size of the image in bytes after it is compressed in Group 4 

is less than 1500  

And 

2. The width in pixels is less than 1000 or there is no barcode 
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Verify System Properties 

 

The Verify section of the System Properties is used to define parameters that determine how the verification 

station will appear as well as certain functionalities available as part of the verification process. 
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The Verify System Properties 

The View section includes: 

Fixed Zoom – determines the zoom ratio for image display in page Mode.  In the Verify the page zoom ratio will 

always return to this number even if Verifier changes it manually. 

For example: 

 

Is displayed as: 

 

Fit Width – image is displayed such that the width of the image fits in the Verification view area 

Fit Page – image is displayed such that the whole image fits in the Verification view area 

Viewer Area – this applies to Page mode verification only and denotes the part of the screen where the image 

is displayed and the part where the fields are displayed. This value should be in the range 20-80.  

Example of different Viewer Area settings 
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Display Image – determines if the image should be presented in the top, bottom, right or left side of the screen 

when in the Verify 

   Top      Bottom 

 

 

 

 

   Right      Left 

 

Right to Left – display fields from right to left.  Applicable for right to left languages 

Field Zoom - the zoom ratio in the verifier screen.  Determines the size of the image in field mode 

Example of Verify Station in field mode 
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Field Label- the font and size for the field names that are displayed in the verify station. 

Field Data- the font and size for the contents of the fields that are displayed in the verify station. 

Current Field Color – the background color of the field where the cursor is on 

Illegal Field Color –the color that will be applied to all illegal fields displayed highlighted in the Verify.  This 

option works only if the ‘Highlight Illegal Fields’ checkbox is checked 

Current Region Color – the background color of the region in the image corresponding to the field the cursor is 

on 

Supervisor Conflict Field Color – the color of fields with conflicts between verifier and TruTypist 

Skipped Field Color – determines the color that will be applied to a field when during the verification, the 

Verifier uses an exception to specify that the field has a problem 

Enable Get Specific Job – Display the Get Specific Job button in the Verify Station.  This button allows the verifier 

to select which jobs to work on 

Highlight Illegal Fields – in Verify all fields which have an illegal value are highlighted when displayed to the 

Verifier 

Hide Options – selecting this option hides the menu items for the Verifier and disables the functionality of F2 

and F3 in the verifier. 

Enable Film Strip – show thumbnails of images in the verify screen 

Enable Invoices Palette – selecting this option will make the Invoices toolbar displayed at the top right-hand 

side of the Verify station 

Enable Navigator – selecting this option will make the Navigator bar displayed at the top right-hand side of the 

Verify station and the user will not be able to turn it off 

Show Matched Templates – selecting this option will show matched templates as well as unmatched ones in 

the Matching Station.  Leaving this unselected means that only unmatched templates are displayed in the 

Matching station 

Show Pages Without Fields – if this is unchecked then pages of forms with no fields are not displayed, and 

there is no way to change the page type. 

Enable Color Images – by default, the image that is displayed to the typist is black-and-white, not colored. In 

some cases of color documents, the black-and-white image is not good enough to read the information. In such 

cases, it is possible to click on a button that shows the original color scan. To allow this option the scanning 

should have the “keep colors” property ticked. 

Disable Page Down Button – disable this button if you want to force the verify operator to move field by field. 

Enable Save & Next Job – this option provides the operator a button during the job completion. The button 

that saves the completed job and immediately gets the next available job. 
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The Stations section includes: 

Allow Verification Skip – the default working mode is that once a Job is complete at the OCR stage it is moved 

to the verify queue.  This option instructs FormStorm to skip the verification stage for any Job that does not 

require verification.  This means that this option only applies to Jobs where the OCR recognized all characters 

of the form.  Note also that if any of the fields were defined as Display Always in the Field Properties Verify Tab 

then the allow verification Skip will not be activated.  For this option to apply the Job must not have any 

unrecognized characters and must not have any fields that need to be displayed. 

 If the requirement is to always skip verification no matter what the OCR results are then this is 

achieved by attaching a small script in System Properties OCR tab in the OnEndJob field.  Contact 

CharacTell for more information 

Force verification Skip – Always skip the verification stage.  Job goes into Export state as soon as OCR is finished 

no matter what the OCR output is i.e. even if there are unrecognised characters 

Safe Verify and TruTypist on Same Station – click this to make sure that double typing will not go to the same 

user. 

Export at the end of verification – this option, which is the default, instructs FormStorm to export the Job as 

soon as verification is complete, and the Verifier has clicked on Save Changes button having finished verifying 

the Job.  If this option is not selected, once the Job is complete the Job is moved back to the queues and is given 

a status of Waiting for Export.  It is then up to the export station to export this Job. Using a separate Export 

station can be useful where the Jobs take some time to export.  If the export is done immediately after verifying 

by the verify station it could mean that the Verify operator may have to wait for the exporting process to finish 

before the next Job can be verified.  By using a separate export station, the Job is moved to the queues 

immediately and the verifier can continue to work on the next Job while the export station is exporting the data 

and images. 

Enable Supervisor – set the supervisor station functionality on such that supervisor type exception can be 

defined in the Verify stations and the Supervisor station can process Jobs sent to supervisor queue. 

During verification, the operator may require the help of a person in a superior position to decide.  The operator 

can highlight a field or a page as an exception and continue.  The exception information will be exported along 

with the verifier data.  The Supervisor functionality enables the correction of exceptions before the data is 

exported.  When this functionality is enabled, the verifier has an additional exception available called ‘Send to 

Supervisor’.  When this exception is defined for a field, that field is highlighted in the Verify station.  When the 

verifier is finished with the Job and saves the Job, that Job moves back to the queues with a status of ‘Waiting 

for Supervisor’.  A user with supervisor privileges will need to login to the system and call up the Job into the 

Supervisor station.  Once they correct the exception, the Job will be exported.  
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Example of Verify station with Supervisor functionality turned on 
 

Show Unrecognized Pages – in the Supervisor station, show pages that during the OCR process were not 

matched to any of the templates 

Show Manually Recognized Pages – in the Supervisor station, show pages that the Verifier manually matched 

to a template during the Verification process 

OCR-On-CliQ – this option is used to allow for "OCR on the fly" during the verification stage.  If this option is set 

then when the verifier clicks on an area on the image in Page Mode the OCR is activated and the results are 

stored in the corresponding field.  

OCR-On-CliQ permission can be given to Verify, TruTypist, Supervisor  

 Turning this option on may reduce the speed of the form display significantly in some forms. 

 This option only works with printed font.   

 

The Miscellaneous section includes: 

Allow Attachments – this field determines if the Verify users will be allowed to define unmatched forms as 

attachments.  Attachments are images that need to be exported but there is no data to capture on them 

Allow Template Attachment – verify will be able to define a certain page as a template of an attachment. 

Disable Template Change – this field determines if the Verify users will be allowed to change the template 

assigned to an image 
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Enable Beeps – when this option is on, if the Verifier attempts to move to the next field by pressing Enter, while 

the value in the field is illegal, an alert sound is heard. 

Keep Numeric Signs – keeps the numeric signs on the keypad 

Copy Job Image File Locally - this is the default and it instructs FormStorm to copy the Job image file to the 

local working directory before working on this Job. This option may cause delays with large image files that 

need to be transferred over the network. However, it does give better response times during the verification 

stage. 

Maximal Number of Dictionary Item to Show – this field determines the maximum number of entries that are 

displayed in the verifier for a field with a dictionary and Auto Fill.  The dictionary and Auto Fill options are 

defined as Field Properties using the Verify tab   

 

Example of Verify station with maximal number of dictionary items set to 3 
 

Warn About Form / Template Change – warning will be displayed if Verifier changes the template for an image 

Warn About Setting Attachment – warning will be displayed if Verifier defines an image as an attachment 

 

Auto Save Job Every – this field determines if FormStorm will automatically save the verifier work repeatedly 

based on the number of minutes defined in this option.  Leaving this number as zero means that no automatic 

save is applied. 

Document Separation button – takes you to the Documents tab. 
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Export System Properties 

 

The Export section of the System Properties is used to define what should be exported including file names, 

contents and file types. 

 

 

FormStorm allows for four types of exported data.   

1. The default export type is a file output in the format of either XML or CSV.  

2. MS Access based database file 

3. CSV files defined through the Reports option.  This option is more flexible than the default CSV format 

4. Directly to a SQL database 
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The Data Export Parameters section includes: 

Format - Format of ASCII file. Can be XML, CSV (comma delimited) or Simple CSV (comma delimited for Jobs 

with one type of form)  

Export XML after OCR – Selecting this option will create a XML file which is exported after the OCR process is 

complete.  The file created has the file name as specified in the Data File Name Descriptor with the words 

‘_AfterOCR’ appended to that name.  

Export Before Supervisor – if one or more forms are marked to go to Supervisor, the default is that the batch 

will not be exported until the Supervisor investigates the problematic forms and fixes them.  With this option 

turned on, the batch is exported after Verification even if the job needs to go to a Supervisor station to be 

reviewed.  Once the problematic forms are fixed they are exported again overwriting the previous ones 

Write Separate Data File for each Job/Form/Page - the default is that the data files are exported as one file 

per Job. You can instruct FormStorm to write a separate file for each page or for each form 

Reports - click this button to create report file(s) for the Job. Reports allows for more flexibility in defining the 

format of the data to be exported.  For more information see Advanced Topics – Creating Reports. 

Field Delimiter - the delimiter between fields in CSV files. The default is a comma. 

Line Delimiter - the delimiter between lines in CSV files in multi-line fields. Default is linefeed without carriage 

return. 

No Header - to suppress the header in CSV files. 

No Form Name - to suppress the form name in CSV files. 

Export Original Page File Name - include the name of the image file that was captured at the Capture station 

the exported CSV file. 

Export Target Page File Name - include the target image file name to the CSV file.  The target page file name is 

defined in FormStorm as well. 

UNC path - use UNC file names i.e. use full path as file name 

Use Job Info as File Name - creates export file using the name entered as the Job Info in the Capture station.  

This option can be used in conjunction with Job Info from File Name in the Input System Properties tab. 

Data File Name Descriptor - this descriptor is used to define the names of the exported data files.  The 

descriptor can contain control character (%). Look in File Name Descriptor for more details. To build the 

descriptor click on the tool button next to the field. 

Page OCR File Name Descriptor - the file name of the OCR results. 
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The Image Export Parameters section includes: 

Export Original images - original images are those that are created by the scanner or that were imported via 

existing image files. 

Export Registered images - registered images are created when the page is matched to a template and 

registered to the same coordinates as the template. 

Write Separate Image File for each Job/Form/Page - the default is that the image files are exported as one 

multi-page TIF file per Job. You can instruct FormStorm to write a separate file for each page or for each form. 

TIF – images will be exported in TIF format 

PDF - images will be exported in PDF format 

Searchable PDF - images will be exported in searchable PDF format.  This option only works if Export Registered 

Images option is selected 

Image File Name Descriptor - this descriptor is used to define the file names of the exported images. 

Export color images - if the images were scanned and saved as colors then these images will be saved. 

 To export color images, you must have the Keep Colors option in System Properties Capture tab 

selected before you carry out the scanning 

Color Image File Name Descriptor - this descriptor is used to define the file names of the exported color images 

 

The Database section includes: 

Export to DB – click this to export the data to an Access database file.  The location of where the file will be 

exported to is defined in the System Properties, General tab, in the Database Directory field. 

Database… - click this button to access the Database Definition screen.  This option is used to export data 

directly to a SQL database rather than files 

Export to DB before Sup – export data to the database before the supervisor completes the Job. This option is 

relevant when database is turned on, and Jobs are sent to the supervisor. 
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Events System Properties 

The Events section is used to allow for customization of FormStorm.  The Events are predefined points during 

FormStorm operation in which customized programs can be called to perform certain operations.  Events are 

used to extend the functionality of FormStorm.  Both 32-bit DLLs and VB Scripts can be used.   For more 

information on Events see Using VB Script for Events 
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The Capture section includes: 

OnStartJob – activated when the Job in the Capture station is started.  This means once scanning begins, or 

images are imported, depending on the Source selected in the Capture station. 

OnSendJob – activated when the Queue Job button is clicked in the Capture station. 

OnCapturePage – activated when each page is scanned.   

 

The OCR section includes: 

OnStartdJob – activated when the Job is initiated in the OCR station.   

OnStartPage – activated at the start of each page being processed in the OCR station.   

OnRecognizeTmpl – activated once a page is matched to a template in the OCR station.   

OnRecognizeTable – activated once a table is recognized 

OnEndPage – activated at the end of each page being processed in the OCR station.   

OnEndJob –  activated when the Job is complete in the OCR station.   

OnAbortJob – activated when the Job is aborted without being complete.   

OnChangeForm – activated when Verifier changes the Form assigned to an image 

OnChangingForm – called when user tries to change form type, but before this change takes place. if the called 

event returns 0 then the change takes place, otherwise - the form type is not changed. 

OnPageUp – activated when Page Up key is pressed 

 

The Verify section includes: 

OnStartJob - activated at the beginning of the Job, after it was started by the verify  

OnStartPage - activated at the beginning of each page in the Verify station 

OnFunctionKey - activated when the verifier presses a function key from F5 to F12. 

OnEndPage - activated at the end of each page in the Verify station 

OnEndJob - activated when the Job is ready to be exported. 

OnExport – activated when the Job is being exported 

OnAbortJob – activated when the Job is aborted without being complete. 
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The Export section includes: 

OnStartJob – activated when export of a Job starts. 

OnEndJob – activated when export of a Job ends. 

OnAbortJob – activated when Job is aborted during the export. 
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 AutoForm System Properties 

 

The AutoForm feature allows FormStorm to automatically memorize new forms such that similar forms will be 

automatically recognized next time they are processed.  This feature is used where many templates are 

required and setting up each template up-front can be a time-consuming exercise. 

An example where AutoForm can be used is when processing invoices.  In this case, the same type of 

information is required to be captured e.g. invoice number, invoice date etc., but there may be many invoice 

formats that need to be processed.  

With AutoForm, anytime an unrecognized form is encountered, FormStorm will display the form to the Verifier 

who will be required to click on the areas containing the required information.   FormStorm will invoke the OCR 

each time an area is clicked thereby capturing the text.  Once the form has been fully captured, FormStorm will 

keep the image as a template in order to enable it to recognize this type of form, next time it is encountered.  

For more information on AutoForm see Invoice Processing - AutoForm 

 

 

 

The Basics section includes: 

Activate AutoForm – activate the AutoForm feature to allow FormStorm to memorize new forms as templates 

Create Templates in Form – the form to which new templates which are automatically created will be assigned 

to 

Page – the page to which new templates which are automatically created will be assigned to 
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Template Control  

When using AutoForm a template is created for each processed image which cannot be matched to an existing 

template.  This could lead to a situation where many templates are created many of which are not required.  

For example, where many of the documents being processed are once-off and there are many them.  This also 

applies to situations where attachments are being processed.  Attachments are images that need to be 

exported but do not contain any data to be extracted.  Attachments do not need templates created for them.  

However, FormStorm creates a template for these because at the time of template creation FormStorm cannot 

know the image is an attachment. 

FormStorm provides a Template Maintenance Utility which allows for deletion of unused templates based on 

various criteria.  The Utility will cleanup templates based on criteria defined in the Template Control section 

For more information on the template control utility see FormStorm Maintenance Utility 

 

The Template Control section includes: 

Keep Only [   ]   Templates – specifies a limit to the number of templates to keep  

Remove Templates Unused More Than [  ]  Days – remove templates which have not been matched to any 

processed image for more than the specified days. 

Remove Templates without Regions Older than [  ] Days – remove templates after a specified number of days 

if those templates do not have any regions defined.  These are usually templates defined for attachments 

The Miscellaneous section includes: 

Ignore Template Below – this field specifies the part of the templates that will be used for matching.  In some 

cases, e.g. invoices, the header of a form may be similar, but the main body may be different from form to form.  

Setting this field will determine if FormStorm will ignore a section of the forms being processed.  For example, 

setting this number to 30 means that FormStorm will only try to match with the top 30% of the template and 

disregard the bottom 70% of the template image.  

Do Not Create Template Below – images with very little information on them do not make good templates.  

This option allows for excluding images which are small as this means they will probably not be good as 

templates 

Do not Update Regions on Click – region is created the first time the data is clicked.  the location of the region 

is not changed with subsequent clicks on the image 

Do Not Look for Data in Next Pages for New Templates – once a template is created all following pages are 

regarded as attachments 

Allow Sync of Templates Created by AutoForm – this option is related to FormStorm multi-site synchronization 

capability.  Contact CharacTell for more information 
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Do Not Allow Update of Regions in Templates Created by AutoForm -  this option is related to FormStorm 

multi-site synchronization capability.  Contact CharacTell for more information 

More System Properties 

 

 

 

 

The Exceptions section is used to define reason which can be applied at Verify times to highlight a problem.  

This could be a problem with the field, with the page or with the whole Job.  FormStorm has several generic 

Exceptions already defined.  This section allows customization by defining additional exceptions or deleting 

existing ones. 
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The Exceptions section includes: 

Level - The ‘Level; of the exception specifies if the exception will allow the Verifier to skip the field where the 

exception was selected, the whole page or the whole Job 

Enabled for - specifies which users will be able to select this exception 

Automatically Send to Supervisor – selecting this exception will cause the field to be sent to the Supervisor 

Delete Page – selecting this exception will cause the page to be deleted from the Job 

Delete Job – selecting this exception will cause the Job to be deleted from the Queues 

 

Example of Exceptions in Verify 
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To create a new exception  

 

  Click the Add button 

  Enter the new Exception name 

 Select the level to which this exception will apply.  The level of the exception determines what 

checks will be skipped.  If the Field level is selected than the Verifier can skip the field even if the 

value in the field is not a legal one.  If the level is page then any of the fields in the page can be 

skipped even if they break a defined rule that applied to them.  In the same way, the level of Job 

means checking is not done on all fields in all pages in the Job. 

 Select the type of user for which this Exception will be available.  

 

 

Example of new Exception being defined 
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New Exception becomes available in Verify screen (press F3 to see Exceptions list) 

 

 

 

The Quality Control (QC) section of the System Properties is used to define if the Quality Control station should 

be active as well as defining the percentage of fields that should be quality controlled as part of the sample to 

be checked. 

 

The Quality Control section includes: 

Enable Quality Control – click this checkbox to activate the Quality Control station 

Percentage of the Fields will be shown – Percentage of fields to be quality controlled.  This number determines 

the size of the sample that will be included in the quality control process.  FormStorm will select a random 

number of fields to display to the QC operator.  FormStorm will attempt to display as many fields as defined by 

this percentage however as this is a random generated mechanism, this is only an approximation and more or 

less can eventually be selected 

Minimal Fields Per Page – this number determines the minimum number of fields per page that will be 

displayed.  Because the QC selects fields at random, the percentage of fields to be shown is defined but it will 

not always be exactly this number.  The Minimal Fields per Page ensures that at least this number of fields will 

be selected.  
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Minimal Fields Per Job – ensure that at least this number of fields will be selected per Job 
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Minimal Percent of Corrected Fields – this number is used to highlight to the QC operator when the level of 

erroneous fields is higher than the desired level.  For example, if the Minimal Percentage of Corrected Fields is 

5% and more than 5% of fields were corrected by the QC operator, FormStorm will provide a warning to the QC 

operator that this number has been exceeded so that the QC operator can act. 

 

The Mosaic feature is used by the verifier to check that the characters recognized by the OCR are correct and 

to highlight any characters that are suspected as being recognized incorrectly.  The Mosaic section of the System 

Properties is used to define how the Mosaic screen will look.  The definitions in this section are only applied to 

Jobs at the OCR stage such that changes are not applied to Jobs waiting for Verify.  These will look as per the 

previous settings.  To apply the new settings to Job waiting for Verify you will need to move them back into 

OCR stage. 

 

The Mosaic section includes: 

Character Height - character height in screen pixels 

Character Width - character width in screen pixels 

Space between Characters – vertical space between characters in screen pixels 

Characters per Line - number of characters in each line 

Minimal Char Confidence - minimal character confidence to be included in Mosaic stage. Characters that have 

a confidence level below this number are considered as ambiguous.  They are marked as * and do not display 

in Mosaic mode. Recommended values for this field are in the range of 0-30. Possible values are 0-100.  This 

confidence level overrides the field confidence level defined in Field Properties OCR tab. 

 

Mosaic in Verify station 
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Mosaic allows the Verifier to review all the OCR results by looking at the separate characters that were 

recognized by the OCR.  This is an efficient mode for locating characters which were recognized incorrectly e.g. 

the character ‘4’ which the OCR recognized as a ‘9’. 

Mosaic has three options that can be used, these are represented by the icons with the letters ‘S’ ‘D’ and ‘C’ at 

the top. 

 

S (Skip) – in this mode, clicking on any character with the mouse will substitute an ‘*’ instead of the characters 

such that when the Verifier looks at the data they will see ‘*’ rather than the character and will have to manually 

fix it 

D (Delete) – in this mode clicking on any character with the mouse will delete this character 

C (Change) - clicking on any character with the mouse will open a small window where another character can 

be entered and this new character is the one that will be presented to the Verifier 

 

Legacy System Properties 

 

The Legacy section of the System Properties is used for options which are rarely used. 

 

The Legacy System Properties: 

The Folder Scan Advanced Parameters section includes: 

Export Data File into Original Captured Image Folder - with this option FormStorm will export the data file into 

the same directory from which it retrieved the images  
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 When using this option FormStorm ignores the Data Export Directory defined in the System 

Properties General tab.  This option overrides the Data Export Directory specified. 

Use Image File Name for Data File Name - with this option FormStorm uses the name of the image file imported 

as the file name of the data file it exports.  If multiple image files are combined into one job then FormStorm 

uses the name of the first image file imported as the data file name  

Copy Registered Image into Scan Folder - with this option FormStorm copies the registered image file into the 

same directory from which it retrieved the images.  The registered images are the original images after they 

have been enhanced y FormStorm e.g. de-skewed etc... 

Create XML Ready File After Export   - with this option FormStorm creates an XML file with the same name as 

the output data file and the extension ‘ready’ i.e. <filename>.ready.    This file simply serves as an indicator that 

the export of the data and images was complete successfully.   
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The Form  

 

In FormStorm a Form is a logical set of fields which can be made up of one or more pages.  For example, an 

application form may consist of page 1 and page 2.  The form defined consists of all the fields on both pages.  

The Form will be broken further into pages and each page assigned the appropriate template 

The Form also includes all the fields that belong to the form.  Before it is possible to define fields, at least one 

form needs to be defined 

To create a new form  

 

  Right click on the system name in the left-hand pane or alternatively click the Add Form button  
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Alternatively open the Edit Menu and select New ➢ Add Form 

 

 

  Enter the form name.  You can also enter a form description although this is not mandatory 

 

 

  Click the + sign next to the new defined form to open the Fields and Pages branches 
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The Form Properties  

The Form Properties are parameters defined for each form included in the system.   

 

Verify in Page Mode – this option sets the Verify to be in Page Mode where the whole form image is displayed 

and all the fields that belong to that form are validated  
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If Page Mode is not selected, the Verifier will be set to Field Mode 

 

Enable Template Auto Create – this option turns on the Auto Form feature whereby templates are created 

automatically by FormStorm.  For more information on AutoForm see FormStorm Invoice Processing User guide  

Job Form – this option is used to define a set of fields that are used as input in the Capture station.  For more 

information on Job Form see FormStorm Setup Advanced Topics - The Job Form 

Cover Form – used for Classification when the documents being categorized are based on folders and each 

folder has a cover page with information that needs to be captured.  The cover page however does not need 

to be classified – Classification is not covered in this manual 
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The Field Properties 

 

The Field Properties are parameters defined for each field included in the system.  They are set out in logical 

groups under the respective tab headings.   

To create a new field  

 

  Right click on the Fields branch in the left-hand pane or alternatively open the Edit Menu and select New ➢ 

Add Field 

 

 

 

A new field is created 
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The following section will explain in detail each Field Properties tab and its core functionalities.  More advanced 

features will be discussed in the chapter “Setup – Advanced Topics”   

 

The Field Properties tabs include  

General  used to define the directories where files are located 

Rules used to define field lengths and other rules applicable per field  

Dictionary used to define lookup dictionaries either as FormStorm built in dictionaries or as connection to 

external database lookup tables   

OCR used to define OCR related field parameters as well as Date, Number, OMR and other miscellaneous 

field parameters 

Verify used to specify Verify related field parameters that affect the way the field is used and behaves in 

the Verify process 

Export  used to define Export related field parameters 

Events customized programs can be called to perform certain operations.  Field level events are associated 

with a particular field and used to extend the functionality of FormStorm.  Both 32-bit DLLs and VB Scripts can 

be used.   

Classification used to define the fields that will be used to categorize documents   

Workflow  used to define the field behavior in the workflow process  
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General Field Properties 

 

The General section of the Field Properties is used to define the field name, data type and other generic field 

definitions. 

 

 

The Basics section includes: 

Name - name of the field. Each field should have different name. 

Description - informative text that will be displayed in the verify screens.  If no description is given the field 

name is displayed instead 

Page No – the page number in the form where the field appears. The first page in the form has number 1.  

Always Exists – by default, fields are associated with a page only if they have regions on the page template.  

Therefore, if a field does not have a region on the page template it will not be displayed during Verify when the 

page is being verified.  Checking this property instructs FormStorm to create a field for the page and display it 

in Verify even if no region exists in the template for this field. 
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Field Type – the type of data expected in the field 

 Select Image when required to export part of the form as an image for example a signature or a photo 

Default Value – assign a field a default value.  This value will be overridden by the OCR result but if there is no 

OCR result for the field the default value will remain.  If the requirement is to always extract the default value, 

do not define OCR for the field.  In this case the default value will always be retained. 

 to export the default value the field must have a region defined for it on the template, even if no OCR is to 

be performed on the region.  To always export the default value, create a region on the template and assign to 

the field but do not assign an OCR Type to this region 

Default Date Format - relevant for Date fields. During processing when FormStorm matches an image to a 

template the date format (to be displayed to the verifier) is taken from the date format defined for the region 

defined on the template. But in the cases that there is no template match - the Default Date Format is used to 

verify the date is entered in the correct format. 

 

The Advanced section includes: 

Upper / Lower Case - for the convenience of the verifying - you can define that the characters in a field will be 

translated to Upper / Lower case without using the Caps Lock. 

The Table Column group is used to assign fields as columns in tables where FormStorm is required to process 

tables in forms. 

Table Name – the name of the table to which this field is assigned if this field represents a column in a table.  

Fields which are not part of a table will have a value of ‘(not a Column)’ 

The Auto Form Properties group is used to define field properties applicable to the AutoForm process.  Auto 

Form is the process that creates templates ‘on the fly’ during processes without the need to create the template 

in the Setup first. 

Default Region Type – when using AutoForm a template and field regions are created in the Setup dynamically 

during processing.  This field defines what type of region is to be created for this field. 

Auto Locate – this feature works with the OCR on CliQ facility. In Verify, when you click on the image or drag 

the mouse to mark the region, FormStorm tries to automatically fit the region to the data being captured. 

However, future forms may have data that is shorter or longer than the data captured in the template. To solve 

this problem the Auto Locate option is used. If a field is defined with Auto Locate then in the Region Properties 

for the region the Auto Locate is on. It is inherited from the field definition. 

 the auto locate tells FormStorm that for this field it should try and figure out in each case what the data is 

and where it stops. If you do not have Auto Locate on, then FS will always look in exactly the region as it was 

defined it will not try to automatically look for more or less than the region. You can go to the template and 

change region size in the setup directly and take Auto Locate off and then FS will look in the region exactly as 

defined in terms of size 
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Create Field Title – used for fields that may move vertically within a template.  An example of this can be the 

field ‘Total’ which may not be position exactly at the same position in all forms and will depend on the number 

of line items in the invoice.  This option tells FormStorm to use the field label i.e. the field name as it appears 

on the form/invoice to try and locate the field.   

 in the Semi Form tab, it is possible to specify the area within which FormStorm should look to try and locate 

the field 

Do Not Create Region – no region is created for the field during Auto Form.  The Verifier can still use OCR on 

CliQ to point and click for capturing the data but no region will be created  

Do Not Create ID Region – this option is used for a field defined as an ID Region field but no region should be 

created for this field.  The field value is linked to the template only not the region within the template 

 

The More group is used to define additional miscellaneous field properties 

In Case of Page Split – Field Can Appear in – For future use, not currently implemented. 

Show in Queues – it is possible to define a field such that FormStorm will show in the Queues console the value 

that field has.  For example, if the first page of each Job has a barcode, it is possible to display the barcode value 

of the first page next to the Job line in the queue.  This can make it easier to know to which physical Jobs they 

refer to.  For more information on using this option see Managing the Queues- Displaying Extracted Data in 

Queues 

Use for Priority – use this field as part of the set of rules that determines which Jobs get higher priority and get 

processed before Jobs with lower priority   

 the Priority Setup can be accessed from the Tools menu 

 

For more information see Advanced Topics – Set Priority. 
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Save Colors –only relevant for field type of Image. Use this option to instruct FormStorm to retain the color 

image of the region defined for the field for exporting that region as a separate image.  An example of this is 

where a form contains a photo and a color image of the photo needs to be exported.  The Save Color option is 

only applicable if the image was captured as a color image during the Capture process. 
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Rules Field Properties 

 

The Rules section of the Field Properties is used to define the field length, minimum and maximum allowable 

values and assign a dictionary to a field. 

 

 

The Basics section includes: 

Minimal Length - minimal number of characters required for the field value to be valid if the field is not empty. 

Maximal Length - maximal number of characters allowed for the field. 

Maximal Lines - maximal number of lines for fields which can contain multiple lines  

Display Length – the length of the field as displayed in the verify station.  This option is used to display a longer 

field than the value the field can contain.  This can help when the OCR result is longer than the allowed length 

and the verifier needs to delete characters to bring the value to the allowed length. 

 the Display Length only needs to be entered if it is different than the Maximal Length.  This usually occurs 

where the initial value of the field can be larger than the maximal length allowed.   

For example, an OMR field can have either A,B,C or D depending upon what was ticked on the form.  If the field 

can only allow one option to be selected than the field should contain only one of the letters (A, B C or D).  

However, if more than one option was ticked on the form than FormStorm will initially show the Verifier all 

options ticked. Hence if both A and B were ticked the Verify station will have A,B in the field and the Verifier 

will have to correct this field (since only one character is allowed).  However, the Verifier will not be able to see 

the full entry of A,B because the maximal field size is 1 hence they will only see the A.  The value B will be hidden 

due to the field being too short.  In these examples you may want to have a longer display length so the Verifier 

can see all the options that were captured as selected. 
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Minimal Value - minimal value of the field in cases it is not empty. 

Maximal Value - maximal value allowed for the field value to be valid. 

Allowed Letters – the characters allowed to be entered for the field in the Verify process. 

Value is required for this Field - the field is not allowed to be empty.  The verifier will not be allowed to continue 

if the field is empty during the verification process 

 

The Patterns section is used to define fields which have a recurring pattern of characters and where the 

requirement is for FormStorm to learn those patterns: 

Root Field – The root field is the field which the pattern is dependent on.  For example: 

When processing invoices, it is often the case that the invoice number follows a pattern.  Assuming a case where 

the Invoice Number has a certain pattern. Normally this would be fixed per a vendor e.g. Vendor 1 might have 

invoice numbers that are 6 digits and vendor 2 would have invoice numbers that are 1 alpha followed by 4 digits 

so the pattern is vendor dependent.  This is how you define in FormStorm a pattern for Invoice Number: 

 

 

 

In this case the field Invoice number is defined as having a pattern and is dependent on Vendor so even if there 

are multiple templates for this vendor, the expectation is that all invoice numbers for this vendor should follow 

a certain pattern, but invoice number for another vendor may have different patterns for invoice numbers 

The options that can be defined with Patters are: 

Correct Automatically – FormStorm will try to correct certain cases e.g. S for 5 0 for O   
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Display Unverified – if the field value does not match the pattern the field is displayed to the verifier 

Auto Update – when the verifier fixes the value the pattern dictionary is updated to include this pattern 
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Dictionary Field Properties 

 

The Dictionary section of the Field Properties is used to define parameters that define built-in or external 

database lookup facilities.  Dictionaries are used for fields that may have a fixed set of allowable or likely values.  

The use of a dictionary can assist in the OCR process as well as the Verification process. 

 

 

The Basics section includes: 

Dictionary - select a dictionary to apply to this field during the verifying. For more information see Advanced 

Topics – Using Dictionaries. 

Group Number – this option is relevant for dictionaries with several columns, like "city-state" dictionary.  For 

more information see Advanced Topics – Using Dictionaries – To create multi-column dictionary. 
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Column Number – this option is relevant for dictionaries with several columns, like "city-state" dictionary.  For 

more information see Advanced Topics – Using Dictionaries – To create multi-column dictionary. 

 

The OCR Options section is used to define how dictionaries can assist in the OCR process 

Correct Automatically - this option will cause FormStorm to substitute the OCR value with the closest value 

from the dictionary. 

Min Item Match - used in conjunction with Correct Automatically – the minimal percentage of the word that 

must be matched in order that the substitution will take place. If there are more than one item that match and 

the difference in the percentages is less than 10% then no substitution will be made. 

 

The Verify Options section is used to define how dictionaries are to be used in the Verify process 

Auto Fill - Display the possible values from the dictionary during typing.  Once the Verifier types a character, 

any matched entries in the dictionaries are displayed.  A more characters are types, only those entries that 

match are displayed. 

Must Be in Dictionary - the content of the field must appear in the selected dictionary.  The Verifier will not be 

allowed to move to the next field if the value in the field is not one of the values in the dictionary.  In those 

cases, the Verifier will either must change the value to be one of those in the dictionary or define the field as 

exception. 

Show Partial Match – this option, when it is used with AutoFill, show entries in the dictionary that match the 

word in any sub-string within the dictionary item. If not checked – matches to a sub-string that starts in the 

beginning of the dictionary item are displayed. 

Show All Entries – all entries are shown in the list box starting from the first one 

Update Automatically – this option allows the verifier to update the dictionary with new values.  If a value is 

typed into the field and the value is not in the dictionary, the Verifier has the option of adding this value into 

the dictionary 

Always Show Dictionary – values are shown in list box even before Verifier starts typing 

Auto One Choice – if there is only one option left in dictionary, clicking on enter should go to the next field.   

Keep history – this option changes the order of the dictionary items shown by showing the, last X items that 

will be shown first, then separator, then rest of the options. Items are sorted inside the history list according to 

frequency of use.  You can select how many items to include in the history 
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The Dictionary Display Options are: 

Popup List Box – A list of values drops once the Verifier starts typing 

Combo Box – list box opens when cursor is on field.  List box has scroll bar 

Static List Box – list box displayed open in Verify  

 

The Database Options section is used to define dictionaries that reside on external databases.  This section 

specifies how the connection to the database is made and what values are retrieved. 

Activate DB – this option defines if the connection to the external database will be activated during the Verify 

process.  If this option is not ticked then no connection is made even if the other fields in this section are 

defined. 

DB Field Name – the name of the column in the database.  This is the field whose values are being retrieved 

Connection String – the connection string is used to define how to connect to the database and which database 

to connect to 

SQL Statement – the actual SQL statement to activate after connecting to the database.  The SQL statement 

defines what values are retrieved.  

Minimal Characters – minimal characters entered into the field before the SQL statement is activated e.g. if 

the value is 3, then SQL will be executing only after user entered the first 3 characters of the field value  

Timeout (in seconds) – break the connection if there is no response from the database within a set number of 

seconds 
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OCR Field Properties 

 

The OCR section of the Field Properties is used to define parameters that affect the OCR and how it is applied 

to the field. 

 

 

The Basics section includes: 

Default OCR Type - this default will be used automatically for every region that you define during Setup. It is 

used also in the OCR on CliQ event.  You can define the OCR Type here or alternatively you can define it when 

creating the regions for the field  

Confidence Level - the minimal confidence for characters. All characters with lower confidence will be displayed 

in the Verification station as "*".   

  once complete with processing, the OCR returns the characters it has recognised along with a number that 

represents the confidence level of the OCR that its recognition is correct.  The confidence level is used by 
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FormStorm to determine if a character should be set as the character recognized by the OCR or an asterisk 

should be assigned to the character. 

 

The Date Post Processing section includes parameters for date fields 

Date Post Processing - post processing of dates fields during OCR.  When assigned to a date field, FormStorm 

will attempt to apply date based logic to correct OCR results.  For example, where a field contains ‘/’ characters 

FormStorm will attempt to distinguish them from the character of ‘1’.  

Year Auto Complete – if only month and day are on the image, FS will add current year to the extracted data 

Allow Future Date – allow future dates to be entered in Verify.   

Time Post Processing – if field contains date and time, FormStorm will extract time only 

International Date is Allowed – used where there is more than one date format on the document 

Alternate OCR Type – useful for date fields that might appear in Latin language.  Usually this field should be left 

blank. 

Languages – for dates which have the format whereby the month is specified as three alpha characters e.g. Jan, 

Feb and so on, it is possible to specify the language that the month part is written in.  

 

The Number Post Processing section includes parameters for numeric fields 

Amount Post Processing - the field is amount - and the leading dollar sign of US$ text will be removed from the 

result. 

Price Post Processing – this option removes thousand separators in numbers  

Amount always has Decimal Digit – the field value always includes a decimal point 

Keep Decimal Digit –this option will ensure decimal signs like dots and commas from the OCR result are 

included in the final result for the field. 

IDs Post Processing – apply post processing to remove labels and extract the values only.  For example, in fields 

like Invoice Number, sometimes the OCR extracts the label along with the data resulting in something like "Inv 

Number: a12345" – if this option is ON, FormStorm will remove the label with the result being “a12345” 

Extract Digits – extract only the digits from the value  

 

The OMR Post Processing section includes parameters for OMR fields 
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OMR One Choice – in cases where it is expected that only one checkbox should be selected for this field.  If 

more than one value is determined to be checked FormStorm attempts to apply logic to select the correct 

option 

Value if More than One Mark - in case of OMR Processing - the value that should be assigned to the field if 

more than one check box were marked. If a value is not specified in this field, then the values of all ticked check 

boxes will be copied to the field content separated by a comma.  Use this option when the requirement is to 

display a certain value e.g.  X when more than one option is determined to be checked. 

 

The More section includes miscellaneous parameters 

One Word Post Processing – takes only one word even when there are several words in the region. Useful when 

it is needed to take invoice number and the location of the data is not fixed. In such case it is possible to define 

wider region and the algorithm will extract the invoice number from the line of text. 

Dictionary Post Processing –with this option FormStorm will use the dictionary to improve on the OCR result 

by finding an exact match or where no exact match exists finding the closest match 

Email Post Processing – this option applies certain logical rules to try and improve recognition for email 

addresses 

Get Scanner MICR - for CheckStorm only. Imports the MICR results into this field. 

Max Ambiguous Characters - maximal ambiguous characters to keep after OCR. Ambiguous character refers to 

characters that the OCR could not recognize and are replaced with an asterisk. If the field has more ambiguous 

characters than this number, the content of this field will be erased and the typist will have to type this field 

entirely.  This option is used in cases where the OCR results are poor causing more typing work required than 

simply typing the whole field value into an empty field. 

Not in Table – this option specifies that the field should not be inside a table and if it is found inside the table, 

ignore it.  An example is a Total field whereby a sub total may be found within the table but we want FormStorm 

to take the Total found at the bottom outside the table. 

Try General Algorithm – if field not found based on template match, FormStorm will try the General mechanism 

of label searching to find it 

Multilines – field value can be comprised of multiple lines 

If Fax put this Value – used as indicator that the image came in as a fax 

Handprint OCR Type – This can be used for situations where a group of fields on a form can be either 

handwritten or printed.  With this option FormStorm evaluates all fields that have this option assigned and 

based on these determines if the data is handwritten or printed.  If it is handwritten it uses the OCR Type 

specified here, if printed it used the OCR Type specified in the Default OCR Type  
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Verify Field Properties 

 

The Verify section of the Field Properties is used to define parameters that affect the display and behavior of 

the field in the Verify station. 
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The Verify Field Properties include: 

Display Field to Verifier If - this value determines the cases in which the field will be displayed to the verifier 

during the verification process.  Possible options include: 

Not Empty - the field will be displayed if it contains a value or if does not have a value but was defined such 

that a value is mandatory 

Not legal - the field will be displayed only if it contains an illegal value. The field will be considered illegal 

depending on how it is defined e.g. if the field is defined as numeric type then an alpha character is considered 

illegal.   

Always - the field will always be displayed in the verification stage 

Never - the field is never displayed in the verification stage. 

Empty / Illegal - the field is displayed if field is empty or value in it is illegal 

Display Page - the field is displayed only if the page is displayed 

 

Display if no Match – when a page is not matched with a template during the OCR process, the verifier is 

required to select the template manually.  This field specifies if the field is to be displayed in those cases as well.  

The default is for this option to be checked such that the field will be displayed. 

Supervisor Only – the field will not be displayed to the Verifier and will only be displayed to the Supervisor. 

Auto Tab – during verification the cursor will automatically jump to the next field once it reaches the end of 

the field. 

Force Auto Tab - jump to the next field even if it is not in the current screen. 

Mosaic - the characters of this field should be included in Mosaic mode.  Mosaic mode displays all similar 

characters together and allows the verifier to easily spot characters recognized incorrectly by the OCR 
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Mosaic in Verify station 

.   

Right to Left - useful for fields with languages requiring right to left text e.g. Hebrew text. 

Read Only -  used where the field value is to be displayed to the Verifier but the Verifier cannot amend it.  With 

the Read Only option the Verifier can still place the cursor inside the field so that Events can be triggered. 

Disabled -  used where the field value is to be displayed to the Verifier but the Verifier cannot amend it.  With 

the Disabled option the Verifier cannot place the cursor inside the field so that Events cannot be triggered. 

Size as Image - this option only works in field mode. With this option, the characters of the field in the image 

line up vertically with the characters in the field 

Example:  

 

  the Size as Image option only works if the Display Length has been defined in Field Properties Rules tab. 

Advanced Verify Properties   

To view these, click the  button.  This button is used to display/hide certain FormStorm functionality 

which is regarded as advanced. 

The TruTypist section: 

This section is used to define which fields will be displayed to the TruTypist i.e. the second verifier.  The 

TruTypist role is like that of the verifier.  However, the difference is that if a TruTypist types a value that is 
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different than that of the verifier, FormStorm will present the differences and require the TruTypist to decide 

as to which is the correct value. The TruTypist is used where data is required to be verified by two people.  The 

TruTypist will only be able to commence work on a Job once the Verifier has completed it.  

 

Display to TruTypist If - this field determines the cases in which the field will be displayed to the TruTypist 

during the verification process.  Possible options include: 

Not Empty - the field will be displayed if it contains a value or if does not have a value but was defined such 

that a value is mandatory 

Not legal - the field will be displayed only if it contains an illegal value. The field will be considered illegal 

depending on how it is defined e.g. if the field is defined as numeric type then an alpha character is considered 

illegal.   

Always - the field will always be displayed in the verification stage 

Never - the field is never displayed in the verification stage. 

Show Empty Field - this option will cause the field to be displayed as blank to the TruTypist.  The TruTypist will 

be required to type the content of the field entirely  

Show OCR - checking this will cause the field to be displayed to the TruTypist with the OCR results.  The TruTypist 

will be required to correct the content of the field only in cases that this is required.  The TruTypist will not be 

aware of what the Verifier typed for the field until they press the Enter key.  Once Enter is pressed FormStorm 

will move to the next field in cases where the value typed is exactly the same as that typed by the Verifier.  If it 

is different than a window showing both values will be displayed and the TruTypist will have to determine which 

value to choose or if to send the field to a Supervisor. 

Show Verify - checking this will cause the field to be displayed to the TruTypist with the value that was entered 

by the Verifier.  The TruTypist will be required to correct the content of the field only in cases that this is 

required 

 using TruTypist makes it possible to divide the workload of a Job to two streams.  By defining some fields to 

be displayed for Verify and not TruTypist and defining some others to be displayed only to TruTypist the 

workload can be allocated between the two. 

Send Conflicts to Supervisor – where the value entered by the TruTypist is different than the one typed in by 

the Verifier, the field will be marked to go to the Supervisor   

Don’t Check for Conflicts – the field content of the TruTypist is accepted even in cases where it conflicts with 

the contents types by the Verifier.  The conflict is not highlighted by FormStorm  

 

The Hint section includes: 
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Hint – text that will appear to the verifier during the verification process.  The hint is displayed in a popup 

window when the cursor is placed inside the field and is removed when exiting the field  

Text Color – the text color displayed in the hint 

Back Color – the background color of the hint 

 

Example of Hint in Verify 
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The Alignment in Page Mode section: 

These options define how the Verifier screen in page mode will look in terms of field alignment and field label.  

Show Snippet – in Verify display an image of the field above the field value  

 

 

The Quality Control section defines how this field will be included in the Quality Control process if that station 

is activated 

Percentage of the Fields will be shown – percentage of this field to be quality controlled.  This number 

determines the size of the sample of this specific field that will be included in the quality control process.   If 

the Default option is selected then the number is taken from System Properties Quality Control tab, Percentage 

of Fields will be shown field. 

Minimal Number of Fields Per Job – the minimal number of fields that will be shown of this field per Job  
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Export Field Properties 

 

The Export section of the Field Properties is used to define parameters that affect the way a field is exported 

 

 

 

The Export Field Properties include: 

Export to ASCII – include this field in the exported ASCII output (CSV or Simple CSV export formats).  This option 

is selected by default i.e. all fields are exported to csv files unless option is unticked. 

Export Format – useful for dates. By default, the dates are exported in format YYYYMMDD. You may change it 

by setting export format. The export format may include the sub strings YYYY, YY, MM, DD and they will be 

interpreted by taking the value from the date. For example, the date 20070731, using export format DD/MM/YY 

will be exported as 31/07/07. 

Export to Database - click this if you wish to export the field to an Access database.  

Create Index in Database - click this if you wish to create index for this field in the Access database. 

Image File Name Descriptor - relevant for fields of type Image. FormStorm exports the image of such fields 

using the name as defined here. 
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Events Field Properties 

 

The Events section of the Field Properties is used to associate programs to a field.  Events are predefined points 

during FormStorm operation in which customized programs can be called to perform certain operations.  Events 

are used to extend the functionality of FormStorm.  Both 32 bit DLLs and VB Scripts can be used.  The events 

available during the Verify process include:  

 

 

Validation Function - event function that should be applied once the cursor is moved into the field 

Use only Validation Function – select this option if you want FormStorm to apply the program defined as the 

validation function but disregard any other checks.  Hence if this option is selected then only the conditions in 

the validation function apply, in order that the field will be consider as "valid".  If it is not checked (this is the 

default situation) then all the conditions should be applied - including the validation function. 

On Enter Event - event function that should be applied when cursor is moved into the field 

On Exit Event - event function that should be once the cursor is moved out from the field 

On Change Event - event function that should be applied when the value of the field is changed by the typist. 
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OCR-on-CliQ Event - event function that should be applied when typist clicks on an image and the option Allow 

OCR-on-CliQ is set. 

On Next Event - event function that should be applied when the typist moves from one field to the next in Page 

mode. 

Popup Event – this program is activated as follows: 

Fire on First Enter - event function that should be applied only the first time the cursor enters this filed.  This is 

different than the On Enter Event which is applied any time the cursor enters the field including if going 

backwards to enter the field 

Fire on Function Key - event function that can be associated to a function key such that the program is called 

when the function key is pressed 

Function Key – the function key that calls the program defined in the Fire on Function Key field 

 

For more information on Events see Using VB Script for Events 
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Classification Field Properties 

 

Not included in this Manual 

 

Workflow Field Properties 

 

Not included in this Manual 
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Working with Templates 

 

To process forms and extract the data from the images FormStorm requires a template for each type of form 

that is to be processed.  The template is an image of a blank page i.e. a form that has not been filled in.  

FormStorm uses the template to determine for each image processed which form and page it is.  Once it has 

determined the page being processed, it uses the regions defined on the template to determine where the data 

to be extracted by the OCR is placed on the image. 

 

To import a template  

 

  Right click on the word Pages in the left hand pane or alternatively open the Edit Menu and select New ➢ 

Add Page 

 

 

  Select the source where the template image will be imported from i.e. as an existing image or scanned. 
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  Enter the template name and click the Save button  

  

 

 the Clear Region and Fill Region buttons allow you to clean or draw lines in order to improve the quality of 

the template 
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The template has been imported and is ready to have the regions defined 

 

 

Assigning Region to Fields  

 

Once a template is imported into the system, the next step required is to define the areas on the form where 

the data is expected and link each of these areas with a field 

 

To define a region 

 

  While holding the mouse left button, draw a region around the area where data will be entered for a specific 

field 
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 Select the field to which the region applies.   

 
 

 Select the Region Type and OCR Type  

 

 

The region type applies to four different types of fields 

Normal – a field where data is entered into this field, can be numeric, alpha or both 

OMR – a field which has a number of options out of which one or more can be selected 

Date – the specific format of the date field is defined 

Image – a field representing an area on the form that is to be exported as an image e.g. a signature of photo 

The OCR Type refers to the set of parameters that define how the OCR will be applied to the field.  For more 

information see Working with OCR Types 
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OMR fields 

An OMR field is one where the field contains a number of choices and a selection of choices is made when filling 

the forms 

For example: 

 

OMR fields usually contains a number of regions all assigned to the same field 

To define regions for OMR fields 

 

  Select the region of the first area 

  Assign to the corresponding field and enter the value to be used if this option of the field 

  is selected 

 

For example in this case if the first region will be ticked, the value stored in the Title field will be ‘Mr’.  Note that 

it is also possible to define a value to be stored if the option is not selected.  This is entered in the Unchecked 

Value field 

 

 Draw the region of the next area and enter the value to be used if this option of the field is selected 
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An OMR field can also contain multiple values e.g. a form containing a multiple choice question which allows 

the person to select from 4 choices A,B,C or D.  The person may be allowed to select more than one option.  In 

these cases it is important to make the field length such that it can contain the allowable number of selections 

including commas 

For example, if a field can contain A,B,C,D then its length should be maximum of seven (counting all letters and 

commas) 

    

 the Display Length only needs to be entered if it is different than the Maximal Length.  This usually occurs 

where the initial value of the field can be larger than the maximal length allowed.  For example,  an OMR field 

can have either A,B,C or D depending upon what was ticked on the form.  If the field can only allow one option 

to be selected than the field should contain only one of the letters (A, B C or D).  However if more than one 

option was ticked on the form than FormStorm will initially show the Verifier all options ticked. Hence if both 

A and B were ticked the Verify station will have A,B in the field and the Verifier will have to correct this field 

(since only one character is allowed).  However the Verifier will not be able to see the full entry of A,B because 

the maximal field size is 1 hence they will only see the A.  The value ,B will be hidden due to the field being too 

short.  In these examples you may want to have a longer display length so the Verifier can see all the options 

that were captured as selected. 
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Linking multiple regions for a field 

In some cases it is useful to combine the values extracted from separate regions into a single field. 

For example, consider the following Date field 

 

 

One option is to create a single region around the whole area as such 

 

However, it is possible that recognition can be increased by having 3 different areas, one for each section of 

the date, as such 

 

  Linking multiple regions can also be used when separators are required for a field e.g. in the previous 

example if the required output is in the format of DD/MM/YY , the linking feature can be used to insert slashes 

between the regions 

 

To link multiple regions for a field 

 

 Define the first region for the field and assign it to the field 
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  Define the second region for the field and assign it to the field 

 

 

 

 Click on the merging icon to open the Region Filler Properties window 

 

 

 

  Enter the required details and click OK 
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Working with OCR Types  

 

Each region that needs to be processed by the OCR engine needs to have an OCR Type assigned to it.  

FormStorm uses the OCR Type information to determine how OCR is to be applied to the region.    

To change OCR Type definition for a region 

 

 Select the region for which you want to change OCR Type definitions 

  Select the required OCR Type 

 Click the icon to the right of the OCR Type field 

 

 

 In the Build Region Parameters window select the required parameters.  Once all parameters are defined 

click the Save and Exit button 

 

For detailed information about the Build Region Parameters options see the following section Creating a New 

OCR Type 

In the OCR Type field, an asterisks is placed after the OCR Type name.  This is used to indicate regions that have 

specific definitions that have been added only to that region, i.e. they were not defined as part of the OCR Type  
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Creating a New OCR Type 

 

An OCR Type is a collection of parameters that can be reused to apply to regions with similar characteristics.  

For example, the Numerals OCR Type can be applied to all regions where the content is expected to be numbers 

only.  Since an OCR Type can be applied to multiple regions, in cases where many fields require a similar OCR 

Type it is preferable to create a new OCR Type containing the required definitions and to assign this new OCR 

Type to all the fields the OCR Type applied to.  This also means that if a change is made to the OCR Type it will 

be applied to all the regions which have this OCR Type. 

 An OCR Type can be assigned to fields in multiple systems.  For example, an OCR Type for a numeric field can 

be assigned to numeric fields in all systems created in FormStorm.  However for clarity purposes and to make 

it easier to manage the OCR Types it is advisable that each system has its own OCR Types.  That way, if an OCR 

Type definition is changed there is no risk that other systems might be adversely affected.  

It is advisable to name the OCR Type in a manner that makes it easy to distinguish them.  A possible notation 

might be system name followed by data type followed by type. 

For example, for the FormStorm Demo system we might define 

FormStormDemoNumHw – for numeric handwritten fields 

FormStormDemoMchHw – for numeric machine printed fields 

FormStormDemoAlphaHw – for alpha handwritten fields    

Etc… 

       

Build Region Parameters 

 

To create a new OCR Type you need to open the Build Region Parameters window.  This is done by clicking the 

icon to the right of the OCR Type field. 
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The Build Region Parameters window will open. 

 

 

The Build Region Parameters window is divided into sections using tabs.  These tabs will change depending on 

the type of recognition required. 
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The Build Region Parameters tabs include  

 

General   used to define the type of recognition 

ICR   used to define the handwriting recognition (ICR engines) to be used 

Hints   used to define parameters to enhance recognition results 

OMR   used to define OMR parameters  

Barcode   used to define barcode types and parameters  

FieldScript  used for the FieldScript engine.  This is an additional OCR engine. Contact 

CharacTell for more information  

 

General Region Parameters Properties 

 

The General Properties include: 

What should be recognized – select the type of data expected in the region i.e. handwriting, machine print 

characters, OMR or barcodes 

 The two options ‘Handwriting or Specific font’ and ‘Handwriting or Machine Print’ are very similar.  The only 

difference is that if the data is of a specific type of font than the first option should be chosen. 
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Keep Form Data – this instructs FormStorm not to apply template removal for this region. I.e. whatever appears 

in this region on the form will be sent to the OCR.  There will be no attempt by FormStorm to remove the 

template part from the form, for this region 

Image Enhancements – apply image enhancements for this region only 

Custom String – internal use only 

   

ICR Region Parameters Properties 

 

The ICR Properties include: 

Classifiers – these are the classifiers files used by the recognition engines.  See Changing Classifier Files in 

Advanced Section to change these 

Weight – this determines the weight given to the result returned from each of the ICR engines.  A higher number 

means more weight is given to Kadmos engine. 

Monospace – select this option if the characters are written inside boxes 

Fixed Font – select this option for machine print characters where the width of each character is fixed 

Broken characters – select this option if the characters contain small gaps 

Remove Distant Character – remove the last character if it is far away from the previous character 
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Hints Region Parameters Properties 

 

 

The Hints Properties include: 

Segmentation type: the segmentation refers to the process whereby the OCR engine determines where each 

character starts and stops.   This section refers to the expected characters in this region i.e. a whole page, a few 

lines, one line etc.. 

Full page –  the region encompasses the whole page  

Multiple Lines –  the region can contain multiple lines of text 

One Line –  the region will contain a number of words written in one line 

One Word –  the region will contain only one word 

One Character –  the region will contain only one character 

Language –  the language of the text in the region 

Numerals –  the region will contain numeric characters 

Alpha Upper –  the region will contain uppercase alpha characters 

Alpha Lower –  the region will contain lowercase alpha characters 

Punctuations –  the region will contain punctuation marks 
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Ignore Case –  the results will be displayed in uppercase 

Mix Alpha Numerals in a Word –  the region can contain words that have both numerals and alpha characters 

within the same word 

Mix Upper and Lower in a Word –  the region can contain words that have a mixture of upper and lowercase 

letters.  This option does not refer to cases where the uppercase is at the beginning of the word or sentence 

but rather when the mixture can be throughout the word 

Name –  the first character should be uppercase 

Specific Allowed Chars –  only the characters listed here are allowed for the region, for example: 

0-4     only the digits 0,1,2,3and 4 are allowed 

-0-9   all digits and hyphen are allowed 

OCR Mask –  where there are specific restrictions in terms of character position and allowable characters, for 

example 

 A-Z{2}0-9{3}A,B,C{1} 

The first two characters can be any character from A to Z, the next three characters can be any number from 0 

to 9 and the third character is either an A,B or C. 

This feature can also be used for dates e.g. if format of date is DDMMYYYY 

0-3{1}0-9{1}0-1{1}0-9{1}2{1}0{2}0-5{1} 

Day can be from 01 to 31 so first character is 0,1,2 or 3 and second character is any numeric from 0 to 9 

Month can be from 01 to 12 so first character is 0 or 1 and second character is any character from 0 to 9 

This OCR mask assumes that the year can only be from 2000 to 2005 so first character is 2, second and third 

are 0 and fourth is 0 to 5 

The ranges can also include gaps, for example: 

1st char, a-z, A-Z (except i, o, I, O) 

2nd-5th char: 0-9 

6-10th char, alpha numeric, a-z, A-Z, 0-9, except i, o, I, O 

OCR Mask is: a-hj-np-zA-HJ-NP-Z{1}0-9{4}a-hj-np-z0-9A-HJ-NP-Z0-9{5} 

 

Dictionary –  if the values expected in the region can be checked against a dictionary use this field to specify 

the dictionary file that contains the list of allowable words or characters.  Note that the dictionary file used by 
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the OCR is different than the one used by the Verify.  For more information see Advanced Topics – Using 

Dictionaries. 

Light Dictionary Corrections –  use this option if the dictionary contains some of the expected values but there 

could be others which are not found in the dictionary e.g. if you have a Names dictionary you can expect to 

have some names not found in the dictionary. 

US Address –  if the region is part of an address in the United States, select which part of the address is expected 

in the region 

OMR Region Parameters Properties 

If the region is defined as an OMR the tabs available are General and OMR. 

 

 

The OMR tab is used to define parameters for OMR type regions 

 

 

The OMR Properties include: 

OMR Options –  the type of OMR marks and the weights determining if a region was marked or not .  See 

following section for more information 

Dropout Color –  the form has colors which are removed in the scanning process 

 

OMR Options 

To open the OMR Settings window click the icon to the right of the OMR Options field 
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The OMR Settings window will appear 

 

 

The OMR Algorithm specifies the type of OMR mark expected in the region. 

Check on Rectangle – a tick inside a box 

Black Pixels Count – a filled in circle 

Circles – a circle  

 

For Black Pixel Count it is possible to set the minimum and maximum weights to determine if a mark has been 

filled or not. 

Minimal Weight for Checked – this is the minimum percentage of the region area that has to be filled in before 

a region is considered as filled in.  For example a value of 15 means that 15 or more percent of the region area 

has to be black for the region to be considered as a mark. 

Maximal Weight for Unchecked – this is the maximum percentage of the region area that is not filled in for the 

region to still be considered an unmarked.  For example a value of 10 means even if there is some black found 

in the region as long as it is less than 10% it is considered that the region is not marked.  This ensures that if 

there is some dirt marks the region is not considered as marked by mistake. 

If the percentage filled in falls between the minimal and maximal weights the mark is considered 

as ambiguous and FormStorm will store an * for that region. 
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 If the maximal and minimal values are consecutive numbers e.g. 9 and 10, then the region will never contain 

an asterisk. This does not mean that the result will always be right as there could be cases where FormStorm 

incorrectly determines a region as filled in or not filled in.  However FormStorm will attempt to make a decision 

in each case. 

 

  In Field Properties, OCR tab there is an option to select OMR Post Processing.  When this 

option is selected it instructs FormStorm to assume that only one checkbox should be selected 

for this field. 

This option requires FormStorm to make an attempt at determining the correct OMR result 

where suspected results occur.  This option is relevant in circumstances where only one OMR 

mark is expected for a field. 
 

FormStorm uses the Minimal Weight for Checked and Maximal Weight for Unchecked (see 

OMR Settings) to determine if an OMR mark is selected, suspected or not selected.  A result 

above Minimal Weight for Checked is considered as selected.  A result under Maximal Weight 

for Unchecked is considered not selected.  Any result in between is considered a suspect. 

In cases where only one OMR mark is expected, the following scenarios can occur: 

 

Scenario Result 

with OMR 

Post 

Processing 

Result 

without 

OMR Post 

Processing 

One mark above Minimal 

Weight for Checked is found 

Mark 

selected  

Mark 

selected  

More than one mark above 

Minimal Weight for Checked 

is found  

Result 

deemed 

Not Legal 

Result 

deemed 

Not Legal 

One mark above Minimal 

Weight for Checked is found 

and one or more suspects 

found 

Mark 

selected, 

suspects 

removed 

Result 

deemed 

Not Legal  

One suspect mark found  Suspect mark is 

selected 

Result deemed Not 

Legal  

More than one suspect marks found Result deemed Not 

Legal 

Result deemed Not 

Legal 

One or more marks under Maximal 

Weight for Unchecked are found 

Blank result Blank result 
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 If the field was defined as Display Field to Verifier if:  Not Legal, the field will be presented to operator at 

Verify stage if the result is not legal. 
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Barcode Region Parameters Properties 

If the region is defined as an Barcode the tabs available are General and Barcode. 

 

 

The Barcode tab is used to define parameters for regions where the expected result is a barcode 

 

The Barcode Properties include: 

Barcode Options – this field contains a string of characters that determine the type of barcodes and other 

related information.  To insert or change the barcode options the Barcode Options String Builder window is 

used. 

Barcode Options String Builder 

To open the Barcode Options String Builder window click the icon to the right of the Barcode Options field 
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The Barcode Options String Builder window will appear 

 

 

The Allowed Barcodes Types section is used to specify the types of barcodes that FormStorm can find in the 

region.  In most cases only one of these options is selected i.e. the same barcode type is expected. 

The Reading Direction section specifies the direction of the barcode 

The More Options section provides for additional parameters regarding the expected barcode. 

Look in Region Only – when a barcode is defined for a region this option should be selected to instruct 

FormStorm that the definition should be applied only to the region area of the form.  When the barcode is 

defined for the whole page this region should not be selected to instruct FormStorm to look for the barcode 

anywhere on the form 

  Specifying that the barcode can be found anywhere on the form is done via System Properties OCR tab 
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To define the Barcode Options Parameters 

 

 Define the appropriate parameters for the barcode type expected 

 

  Click the OK button to accept 

 

Finding the Barcode Type 

In situations where you do not know the barcode type existing in your document, FormStorm can assist you in 

determining the required information. 

  

To find the barcode type and direction 

 

  Click The Select File button and select a sample image which contains the barcode 

  Click the Select All button or select the barcode types expected 

  Select the Reading Direction expected or select all four options if you are not sure about which directions 

are expected 

 Click the Test button 
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FormStorm will test the possible combinations; this may take a minute or two, and then present its findings 

 

 
For example, in this case, the image contains four barcodes all of type CODE39. 

 

 

Specifying Field Order for Verify and Export 

Once the fields of the system are defined, you can specify the order in which the fields will be presented to the 

verifier.  You can also specify the order in which the fields will appear in the export file containing the data 

extracted. 
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To order fields for Verify or Export 

 

 In the left hand pane, select the word ‘Fields’ under the form name 

 

 

  In the right hand side you will now be able to specify the order of the fields 

 

 

 Use the up and down icons   to move the fields to the required location.  You can use the 

Reorder Alphabetically button to make FormStorm order the fields in alphabetical order 
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  When selecting the Export Order you can also copy the order from the Verifying Order 
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3. FormStorm Setup   

Advanced Topics 

Defining File Names  

 

FormStorm provides a flexible way to define the names of the output files, both data files and image files by 

using the String Builder facility.  The String Builder provides many parameters that can be used as part of the 

file name so that output files can be named in a way that makes it easier to distinguish them from other files. 

 

  Use the options %-o %-O %-t %-T to remove the file extension from the name. 
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Creating multiple regions with single action 

 

When creating the setup for forms with multiple choice type question, it can be very time consuming to draw 

the multiple regions required for the different options allowable for each question.  To improve the process of 

defining such regions, FormStorm enables the creation of multiple regions in an efficient manner. 

 

In the following example, a numeric field of length one needs to be defined for each question to capture the 

value of the answer.  Five regions will be required for each field. 

 

 

 

To create multiple regions for a field  

 

  Define the required field 
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  Define all other field properties by reviewing field properties tabs e.g. field length 

 

 

 

 

  Draw the region of the first OMR Mark.  Select the Field, Region Type of CheckBox and OCR Type.  Also select 

the value to record if this OMR option will be filled in  
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.   

  Define the last region of the field. Select the Field, Region Type of CheckBox and OCR Type.  Also select the 

value to record if this OMR option will be filled in  

 

 

  Select the first field again and click the Define multiple regions button 
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  Select the Expansion Type which is this case is to create the OMR Regions and select the last region in the 

list.  

 

 

FormStorm will create the regions that are required between the first and last regions.  The regions are spaced 

out evenly based on the position of the first and last regions. 

 

 

  The number of regions created depends on the value entered in the Checked Value fields for the first and 

last regions.  FormStorm works out how many regions to create based on the difference between the first and 

last checked value for both numeric and alpha values. 

For example, if the first region has Checked Value of 1 and the last region has a value of 10, FormStorm works 

out that 8 regions are needed in between.  Similarly if the first region is value 3 and last region value 10, 

FormStorm will create 6 regions.  The Checked Values assigned to the new regions are incremented by 1. 
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  For alpha characters in the Checked Value fields FormStorm can work out the required regions based on the 

values defined for the first and last regions.  If the letters are both upper case or both lower case then 

FormStorm knows how many letters there are between. Also when the regions Checked Values are alpha e.g. 

A and Z, the regions defined automatically are assigned values A1, A2, A3 etc  and are not incremented by the 

alphabet. 

Creating multiple fields with single action 

 

In many cases, forms comprise of many fields which have exactly the same characteristics and which are evenly 

spaced out.  In such cases FormStorm allows for automatic creation of fields and regions. 

 

When using the multiple field definition functionality, the fields must have the same name and must end with 

a different number.  FormStorm uses the numbers at the end of the field names to determine how many fields 

and regions should be created. 

 

In the following example, there are nine quantity fields to define which all have the same field definition and 

are evenly spaced out.  Rather than defining nine separate fields and then drawing nine regions, we can use 

FormStorm to help us in this task. 
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To create multiple fields  

 

  Define the first field in the list.  Make sure the field name ends with a number.  Generally this will be the 

number 1.  Make sure you define all field properties e.g. Field Type etc. 

  

 

 

Defining first field in the list 
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  Define all other field properties by reviewing field properties tabs 

 

 

Defining Rules properties for field 

 

 
Defining Verify properties for field 
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  Once you are satisfied with the field definition, define the last field in the list.  Make sure the name is the 

same as the first field and that the number at the end corresponds to the number of fields in the list you are 

creating   

 

 

 

  Right click the mouse on the new field and select the Copy from field option 
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  Select the field from which you want to copy all the field properties.  In this case that field is Qty 1 

 

 
 

You will notice that the field inherits all the field properties from the copied field 

 

  Display the template and create the region for the first field.  Connect the region with the field and assign 

the appropriate Region Type and OCR Type for it. 
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  Draw the region for the last field.  Connect the region with the field and assign the appropriate Region Type 

and OCR Type for it.  Generally these will be the same as the first field 
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  Select the first field again and click the Define multiple regions button. 
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  Select the Expansion Type which is this case is to create the fields and the regions for those fields (first 

option).  Select the region to expand to which in this case is the only one available.  

 

 

 

 

FormStorm will create the fields that are required between the first and last field specified as well as the 

required regions.  The regions created are based on the size of the first region and are spaced out evenly based 

on the position of the first and last regions. 
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Using both multiple fields and multiple regions 

 

In some cases you can use both multiple fields and multiple regions creation to speed up the setup process. 

 

In the following example, each column is defined as a separate alpha field of length 1.  Each of these fields may 

contain a value or a blank that together make up the person’s name 

 

To define fields and regions 

  Define the first field in the list.  Make sure the field name ends with a number.  In this example we will call 

the first field F1.  Define all field properties as required 

  Define the last field giving it the same name but a different number at the end.  The number should 

correspond to the number of fields in the list.  Define all field properties as required or right click on field and 

use the Copy function to copy the field properties from field F1 
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  Create the first region and link to the appropriate field. 

 

 

 

  Create the last region and link to the appropriate field. 
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  Select the first region again and click the Define multiple regions icon.  Select the Create Regions and Fields 

option and the last region and click OK. 

 

The fields and region for the first row will now be defined 

 

 

To create the following lines 

 

  Create the first and last region of the second line.  Link the regions to their corresponding fields.  In this 

example the first region is linked to F1 and last region to F18.  Define all required properties such as region 

Type, OCR Type and Checked Value 

 

  Select the first region of the second line and click the multiple regions icon.  Select the correct last region.  

In this example this is region F18(B) 
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The regions will be defined appropriately 

 

 

  Even though the option selected was to create both fields and regions, FormStorm realises that the fields 

already exists and as such does not create new fields.  Only the required regions are created. 

 

Repeat steps 5, 6 and 7 for each line until the field definitions are complete. 

 

Aligning characters of image and data 

 

When working in field mode you can make the characters on the image and the characters in the field align so 

that the image characters appear exactly in line with the characters in the field 
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Example:  

 

 

To define field with alignment 

 

 Count the number of characters in the field, for example the Registry Code field has 6 characters 

 

  Enter Display length as this length 
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  In field properties Verify click Size as Image 

. 

 

 

 

You can do this for all the fields you want to align.  The characters in the image are aligned with the characters 

in the field.  The result is as follows: 
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If you change the font size 

 

 

Characters will still align appropriately 
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OMR Advanced 

 

When processing OMR fields it is possible to define multiple regions associated with one field and have each 

region associated with a value such that if that area is marked FormStorm will return the specified value.  For 

example in the following case, every square has a separate region and each region can be associated with a 

value. 

 

In this case the region next to the Mr(✓) field can be assigned the value ‘Mr’ or ‘1’ or any other value to 

represent that it was filled in.  Similarly the region next to Mrs(✓) field can be assigned the value ‘Mrs’ or ‘2’ or 

any other value to represent that it was filled in and so on for all regions to be associated with the Title field.   

 In the diagram above the Mrs(✓) field has been assigned the value ‘Mrs’. 

 

This method works well but it can be tedious to define multiple regions, especially where many regions need 

to be defined.  In order to assist with defining fields for OMR, FormStorm provides some advanced OMR 

features. 

 

FormStorm provides these features for different cases of OMR field 

1. One Field -  Several Selections 

These are cases where a field can have a number of options selected and having multiple values is valid.  For 

example: 

 

2. Multiple Fields – One Row per Field 
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These are cases where there are many fields and each field has a number of possible values, generally only one 

value can be selected from each row 

 

3. One Field – Every Column is one Character 

These are cases where a single field is made up by selecting single values in each column so as to make up a 

field 

 

4. Multiple Fields – One Checkbox per Field 

These are cases where there are multiple selections and each selection should be treated as an independent 

field 
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One Field – Several Selections - Setup 

 

 Draw a region around the field to be included and click on the OMR icon 

  

 

 In the Field Name enter the desired field name 

In Field Type select OMR 

Select Layout as One Field – Several Selections 

Click on the Find Boxes button 

Select the Value Scheme, these are the values assigned to each region, for example in the following 

diagram the values assigned are 1,2,3,4 and 5 

Select the OMR shape expected i.e. Fill Areas or Circles 

Select the Advanced Parameters 

Check weight – percentage of area that has to be filled in for area to be considered checked 

Unchecked Weight -  percentage of area up to which marks are regarded as ‘dirt’ and do not constitute a proper 

mark with area still to be regarded as unmarked 
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  if the percentage marked is between these two numbers, these cases are considered as uncertain and an * 

will be assigned to the region with the field to be displayed to the Verifier during verify time 

 

 

 

One Field – Several Selections - Runtime 

 Capture the images in the Capture station 
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 OCR the job 

 

The OCR station will show a ‘1’ for each region considered as marked, ‘0’ for each region considered as blank 

and * where there is some marking but FormStorm cannot be certain if it is a proper mark or some dirt specs. 

 

 Verify job 
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  if more than one value has been selected the values will be separated by a comma. 

 

 During Export the output file will be created 

  

In this example the output required is a simple CSV file.   

 

 

Multiple fields -  One Row per Field - Setup 

 

 Draw a region around the fields to be included and click on the OMR icon 
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 In the Field Name enter the desired field name 

In Field Type select OMR 

Select Layout as Multiple Fields – One Row per Field 

Click on the Find Boxes button 

Select the Value Scheme, these are the values assigned to each region, for example in the following 

cases the values assigned are 1,2,3,4 and 5 

Select the OMR shape expected i.e. Fill Areas or Circles 

Select the Advanced Parameters 

Check weight – percentage of area that has to be filled in for area to be considered checked 

Unchecked Weight -  percentage of area up to which marks are regarded as ‘dirt’ and do not constitute a proper 

mark with area still to be regarded as unmarked 
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  if the percentage marked is between these two numbers, these cases are considered as uncertain and an * 

will be assigned to the region with the field to be displayed to the Verifier during verify time 

 

 

  note that in the above example the values assigned to the regions are A,B,C,D,E 

Multiple fields -  One Row per Field - Runtime 

 Capture the images in the Capture station 
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 OCR the job 

 

The OCR station will show a ‘1’ for each region considered as marked, ‘0’ for each region considered as blank 

and * where there is some marking but FormStorm cannot be certain if it is a proper mark or some dirt specs. 

  the OCR station will always show zeros and ones for marks or blanks.  It does not show the actual values 

assigned to the region.  For example if a certain region is assigned a value of ‘C’ if marked, the OCR station will 

show a ‘1’ however in the Verify the value will be displayed as ‘C’. 
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 Verify job 

 

 

  all the fields will be displayed under the single field name, in this case the field is called Answers.  The bottom 

of the Verify screen will show that each one of these is regarded as a separate field e.g. field 2 of 25. 

 

 During Export the output file will be created 

 

In this example the output required is a CSV file.  The values are exported with the file name only appearing 

once above the first value 
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If the output requested is Simple CSV 

 

The exported file does have separate file names 

 

 

 

OMR Post Processing 

Sometimes the OCR station will show * (which suggest that FormStorm could not determine with certainty if a 

region was marked or not) but in the Verify a value will be displayed rather than an * 

For example, the OCR may show the following 
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The Verify might show these results 

 

 

The fourth field is displayed as ‘D” rather than ‘*’ 

 

The reason for this is that the field was defined with OMR Post Processing of OMR One Choice.   
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This option tells FormStorm to select the best possible choice for the OMR.  Hence if a mark has been 

determined but with uncertainty yet there are no other potential marks, FormStorm will assume that this mark 

is actually correct.  Had the OMR One choice not been defined for this field the result would have been as such: 
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Using Dictionaries 

 

FormStorm makes use of dictionaries in order to increase OCR recognition rate as well as to aid the Verifiers in 

the data entry and verification processes.  There are two types of dictionaries that can be used.  Dictionary used 

in the OCR process to aid the OCR in its recognition process and Dictionary in the Verify to aid or ensure only 

certain values is keyed in. 

The Dictionaries used for the OCR reside in the FormStorm\ocr\JDBs directory.  These are files with an extension 

of ‘jdt’ or ‘txt’.  The dictionaries used for the Verify process reside on the FormStorm\Dicts directory and have 

file extension of ‘dct’. 

To Add a Dictionary to a region for OCR purposes 

 

 In the Build Region Parameters window for the region to which you want to apply the dictionary, 

click on the open file icon next to the Dictionary field 
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  Select the required dictionary file 

 

The dictionary file is now assigned to the region 

 

  Select Light Dictionary Corrections if the region may contain values not found in dictionary 

 

To Add a Dictionary to a field for Verify purposes 

 

 In Field Properties, Verify tab, click on the open file icon next to the Dictionary field 
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  Select the required dictionary file 

 

The dictionary file is now assigned to the region 

 

  Select Auto Fill if FormStorm is to present a list of matching values in the Verify based on the characters 

keyed 

  Select Must Be in Dictionary if the field value must match one of the values in the dictionary otherwise the 

Verifier will not be allowed to continue (unless they select an exception) 
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Creating, editing and deleting dictionaries 

 

FormStorm provides the facilities to create, edit and delete dictionaries in a quick and efficient manner.  

FormStorm’s dictionaries are simply files containing a list of allowable values.  This makes it easy to create and 

edit the dictionaries. 

FormStorm also provides the mechanism to import and export dictionaries from one type of dictionary to 

another i.e. OCR dictionary to Verify dictionary and vice versa..  It also provides the mechanism to import values 

from txt files so that the dictionary files can be created with any editor  

The Create, Edit and Delete facilities for dictionaries are all invoked from the Dictionaries window.  This window 

can be accessed from three different places within FormStorm. 

1. From the Tools menu. 
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2. In Field Properties, Verify tab 

 
3. In Build Region Parameters, Hints tab 
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In all three cases the same Dictionaries window is opened.  This is the window used to create, edit and delete 

dictionaries 

 

 

To create a dictionary 

 

  Open the Dictionaries window 

 Click on the New button and enter the name of the new dictionary 

 
 Click the OK button 
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FormStorm creates a new dictionary file.  If you look in the FormStorm\Dicts directory you will find a file 

corresponding to the new dictionary name with dct extension e.g. in the above example, a new file called 

Country.dct is created. 

  FormStorm always creates the dictionary as a dct dictionary first.  To create a jdt file for the OCR dictionary 

use the Export facility 

 

To edit a dictionary 

A newly created dictionary file does not contain any data at first.  To populate the dictionary use the edit facility 

  Open the Dictionaries window 

 Highlight the dictionary to open and click the Edit button 

 

 

  

 Type in the values to populate the dictionary and click Save.   
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Once complete click the OK button 

  Each line in the dictionary should only have one word.  For example, to include the city New York in a 

dictionary include each word separately i.e. 

New 

York 

  You can put a space and a number after a word in the dictionary to represent the weight of the word i.e. 

the likelihood of that word as compared to another.  This is useful where there are similar entries in the 

dictionary.  The values should be in the range of  0 – 1000.  The default is zero 

For example, in the Country dictionary the values Australia and Austria are similar.  If you expect to have many 

more entries with Australia than Austria, include a weight in the dictionary 

Australia 700 

Austria 200 

The numbers depend on the frequency expected of each of the similar entries.  For entries which are not like 

other entries e.g. Canada, Netherlands etc, there is no need for a weight. 

 

To delete a dictionary 

 

  Open the Dictionaries window 

  Highlight the dictionary to delete and click the Delete button 
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To import values into a Verify dictionary 

 

The import process is used to import values from an OCR dictionary (a jdt dictionary) or from a regular text file 

(txt file) and to create a verify dictionary (a dct file) 

  Open the Dictionaries window 

 Click the Import button 

 Select the name of the jdt dictionary or txt file to import from 

  Enter the name of the verify dictionary to create and import it and click the Save button 
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To export values into an OCR dictionary 

 

Since FormStorm has two types of dictionaries, one for Verify and one for OCR, the export process is used to 

create an OCR based dictionary (jdt dictionary) from a Verify dictionary (dct dictionary) 

  Open the Dictionaries window 

 Highlight the dictionary to export and click the Edit button 

 Select the name of the dictionary to create, ensure the file extension remains as jdt 

  Click the Save button 

 

To create multi-column dictionary 

Multi column dictionaries are used for multiple fields that have some association between them.  For example 

the fields State and City can be associated such that once the State is entered only the cities which are 

associated with that state can be selected from the dictionary list. 

Example:  in the following case the combination of City and Postcode will be used to create a multi-column 

dictionary 

The values in the multi-column dictionary must be separated by tabs.  

  If creating the dictionary from within the Edit Dictionary facility in FormStorm, use semicolon to separate 

the values.  FormStorm will convert these to tabs upon saving and exiting the window. 

 

Example of a multi-column dictionary for fields Town and Postcode 
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Attach the dictionary to the fields.  Assign each field its column number in the same order that the data appears 

in the file itself 
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In the Verify station if the Town is Newport only the relevant values will be shown 

 

 

Note that the dictionary itself has 5 entries for postcode starting with NP but only the  two correspond to the 

Town value of ‘Newport’ are displayed. 
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Using External Database as Lookup Dictionaries 

 

With FormStorm you can make use of an external database to lookup data.  Essentially the database acts in the 

same way as the internal FormStorm dictionary 

 

Defining database as a dictionary is used in Field Properties Dictionary tab 

 

 

Example 1 

In the following example, there is a PO Number field and a Vendor field in the FormStorm system. Both fields 

are linked to a table in an external database.   The objective is to get all Purchase orders for a particular vendor 

and get all Vendors from the database 

 this example is included as one of the demo systems provided when FormStorm is installed.  The system 

name is TestDictSQL 
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The dictionary configuration (on the Dictionary tab of the field properties) for the PO Number field is as follows: 

 

 

The configuration for the Vendor field is as follows: 
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Example 2 

In the following example, there is a GL Code field and a GL Description field in the FormStorm system. Both 

fields are linked to a table in an external database.   The objective is to allow the user to select a GLCode from 

the dictionary and then filter the set of values in the GL Description field based on the selected GL Code value. 

 

The dictionary configuration (on the Dictionary tab of the field properties) for the GLCode field is as follows: 

 

   the connection string can just be copied out of a UDL pointing to your database. 

 

The configuration for the GLDescription field is as follows: 

 

  {GLCode} in the above statement references back to the value in the GLCode field in FormStorm. This is the 

key to linking this dictionary to another field in the FormStorm system. 
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The Job Form 

 

The Job Form facility allows you to define a set of fields which will be displayed during the Capture process and 

enforce the Capture operator to fill in those fields.  For example, the fields to be captured can include Capture 

operator name, Document box number or any other information that the operator should key in when 

capturing documents.  The information entered by the operator can be exported with all other data. 

 

To define a Job Form 

 

 Click the Add Form button to create a new form 

 

 

 Click on the Job Form tick box.   
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 Define the fields that you will want to capture during the Capture process  

  

  Click Pages and then click the Add Page button 

 

  Highlight the first field in the Job Form click on the field, click Always Exist and then Enter Page No as ‘1’.   
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  After you enter Page No you can unclick Always Exist.  You only need to click Always Exist so that you can 

type in the Page Number.  In any case, the Always Exist will not affect this working 

  In Field Properties Verify ensure the Display Field to Verifier if: is set to Always 

 
 

Repeat steps 5 and 6 for all fields in the Job Form 

 

During the Capture process, after the Capture operator clicks the Queue Job button and confirms that the job 

is to be sent to the Queues 
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The Job Form will open and request that the fields be populated before the Job can be sent to the Queues 
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FormID 

 

FormID is used where field values can be attributed to the template itself.  An example of this is when processing 

invoices.  Once an invoice is matched to one of the templates, it becomes clear who the vendor is and what 

their company number is because these values do not change for that vendor. 

 

 

 

Setting FormID to the Vendor field specifies to FormStorm that the field value is related to the template.  

Therefore, after the value is entered once, FormStorm associates this field with the value entered for it the first 

time.  This means that the Vendor value for all invoices that match the same template will be the same as the 

one verifying for the Vendor field the first time. 
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When FormStorm uses FormID to use a fixed value for a field associated with template you can see the value 

in Region Properties Checked Value 
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Setting Job Priorities 

 

The Set Priority facility allows you to define a set of rules which determine which Jobs get a higher priority and 

get processed before others.  The set of rules is determined according to field values, for example; set highest 

priority where the Amount is higher than $5000. You can also use complex rules using the ‘ =,<>,AND,OR,() 

operators ‘.  When processing the priority rules, FormStorm will use the first instance when the field is 

encountered in the Job. 

 

The first step required to define priorities is to select the fields that will be included in the rules to be defined 

 

To include fields in Priority Sets 

 

The fields that are included in the Expressions need to be selected in the Fields Properties General tab 

 Tick the Use for Priority checkbox for all fields included in Expressions 

 

Select the Use for Priority for all fields to be included in the rules. 
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The next step is to define the Priority Set and Priority Levels. 

To define a Priority Set and Priority Level 

 

  From the Tools menu select the Priority Setup option 

 

 

The Set Priority window will open 

 Click on the Add button to create a Priority Group.   

 

 To change the name of the Priority Group, place cursor in the Priority Group Name field and type the desired 

name.  In the Priority Group Description you can add text to describe the purpose of this group.   

  Click on the Add button to create a Priority Level 
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To define Priority Level Condition 

 

  Click the Expression Builder icon  .  The Expression Builder window will open 

 

 Enter the rules that apply to this Level in this Priority Set  and click OK 

 

  Click the tick icon  to check the Expression syntax 

 You can add multiple Levels to a Priority Set   
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 Use the Pointing Hand icons to set the order of the Priority Levels. 

In this example, any Job which has a form where there is no Telephone Number and no Signed date (Level 1) 

will be processed first.  Any Job which has a form where there is no Signed date (Level 2) will be processed after 

Level 1 Jobs and all other Jobs will be processed after Level 1 and Level 2 Jobs.  

 

To select the Active Priority Configuration 

 

 Highlight the Priority Set to be selected and click the Use Priorities checkbox 

 

 

 Click OK to save the settings.  Click Cancel to close the windlow without saving the changes. 
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Creating Reports 

 

FormStorm provides two formats for the standard output it provides.  This output can be in csv or xml format 

and is defined in the System properties Export tab.  The reports functionality provides a more flexible way to 

define the content and structure of the exported data file.  Using the reports, the only format available is csv, 

however the content can be defined in a more flexible way e.g. field order, field exclusion and so on. 

 

To define a report  

 

  In System Properties, Export tab, click the Reports button 

 

 

 In the Create Reports window that opens click on New Report and type in a name for the report 

and click OK 
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 Click the icon  and in the String Builder window define the file name of the output file that will 

contain the report data, and then click OK.   

 

For more information on using the String Builder window to name files see Advanced Topics – Defining File 

Names. 

 Select the Form Name, the Writing Mode and the Format 
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The Writing Mode can be one of the following: 

Create – FormStorm will create a new report for each Job of forms processed 

Remove and Create – FormStorm will first remove the existing file and then create a new one.  Use this option 

if you only need the latest report 

Append – FormStorm will continually write to the same file appending the data at the end of the file. 

The Format can be either comma delimited or tab delimited 

  Each report definition can only contain one form name.  To include data from multiple forms into the same 

file, create a separate report for each form with the same Report File Name and with writing mode of Append.  

FormStorm will then write the data extracted from each form, in the order in which the forms are processed, 

into the same file. 

 

  Select the required fields and use the  button to move the fields to the Fields in Report section.  Use the 

 to move fields back so they are not included in the report 
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To select multiple field at once, click on the first field, then while holding the Shift key click on the last field in 

the list.  FormStorm will highlight all fields in between and they can now be moved as a group.  Similarly use 

the Control key to select a number of fields by holding down the control key and clicking on the required fields. 

Use the up and down hand icons to position fields in the required order.  To do so, select the field in the Fields 

in Report section to be moved then click  or  to position the field in the required order. 

 

To include a token in the report  

 

A token is some data that may not be on the processed forms but which is required in the output report.  

Example includes, time, date etc.. 

 

  Click the Token icon 

  

 

 In the Token Builder window that opens define the required token to include 
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Defining a token is done much in the same way as defining file names.  For more information on using the Token  

Builder window see Advanced Topics – Defining File Names. 
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Scan Systems  - Working with Multiple Systems   

 

The Scan Systems facility allows FormStorm to switch automatically between multiple systems and therefore 

process jobs from those systems without the need to manually log in and out of each system.  With the Scan 

System facility FormStorm will automatically login to the appropriate system, process a number of jobs as per 

the definitions provided.  Once complete, FormStorm will log out of that system and login to the next system 

included as part of the Scan Systems facility.  This mechanism will continue in this manner until stopped by the 

user. 

 

 Scan Systems is it packaged as separated executable file (FSEScanSystems.exe) instead of part of 

FormStorm. FSEScanSystems runs and manages several FormStorm instances to provide parallel 

system processing. 

 

The Scan Systems is accessed from within the FormStorm group in the Windows Start Menu 
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The Scan Systems window is where systems to be included are defined as well as the definition of what activities 

to activate 

 

 

To include a system in Scan Systems 

 

 Select the system to include and click on the include button 
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 Enter the User Name and Password that FormStorm should login with. 

 Tick the processes to include for the system and enter the number of jobs FormStorm is to process 

on each iteration 

  

 

 The User Name can be the administrator user name but it is not mandatory, any valid User Name 

can be used as long as that user has appropriate permissions 

 The ‘Maximum Jobs’ number specifies how many jobs should be processed before FormStorm 

moves to the next system 

 Click on “Start System Scan” in order to start Scan Systems process 

 Click on “Stop System Scan” in order to stop Scan Systems process 

 “Stop and Exit” – will close the FormStorm instances and then close the Scan Systems utility  ( 

FormStorm instances will be closed after completing the current job processing and then the actual 

Scan System utility will be closed ) 
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The numbers of Jobs taken as well as other parameters affecting what is regarded as a Job are defined in the 

Directory Scan Options. 
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Advanced options: 

 

There are a number of advanced options available with the Scan Systems utility.  The advanced options are 

accessed from within the utility from the File menu  

Open File  ➢  Options  

 

 

1. Start System Scan Automatically – FSEScanSystems.exe will start system scanning immediately after 

launch 

2. Run Minimized – FSEScanSystems.exe will be minimized after launch 

3. Maximal Number of Pages – FormStorm instances of each system will be restarted after the number 

of pages were processed 

4. Maximal Number of Jobs - FormStorm instances of each system will be restarted after the number 

of jobs were processed 

5. Maximal Amount of Memory – restart FormStorm if this amount of memory was taken 

6. Maximal Amount of Time – Restart FormStorm instances after it runs specified number of seconds 

7. Restart System which was closed – if one of the FormStorm instances crashed or closed by user 

accidentally. 

8. Restart Hung System after – restart FormStorm instance if it went Idle for specified amount of 

seconds 
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Command Line Parameters 

 

It’s possible to run FSEFormStorm.exe with following command line parameters, most of them possible to set 

in the Options screen: 

 

1. –inst <n>  – in case of multiprocessor machine it’s possible to run multiply installation on one 

machine. Look also in LicenseManager screen for documentation of instance installation. 

2. –mintime <n> - same as “Maximal Amount of Time” 

3. –maxmem <n> - same as “Maximal Amount of Memory” 

4. –maxjobs <n> - same as “Maximal Number of Jobs” 

5. –maxpages <n> - same as “Maximal Number of Pages” 

6. –i – Run minimized 

7. –s - Start System Scan Automatically 
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Importing and Exporting Systems 

 

Sometimes a need may arise which requires transferring FormStorm systems (forms setup definitions etc.) 

between different PCs.  Examples include transfer of FormStorm installation from one server to another server 

requiring existing systems to be moved to the new server.  Another example may be cases whereby a request 

is made by CharacTell’s support personnel for a particular system in order to recreate and solve a problem. 

 

FormStorm’s architecture and design along with the Export/Import facility makes it exceptionally easy to 

transfer applications from one server to another, even while Jobs are in the process of moving through the 

system. 

 

There are two kinds of files that make a complete FormStorm system.  One kind is the system specific files.  

These relate to files that store information about a particular system and are not used by any other system.  

The second kind are FormStorm related (global) files that are used by multiple FormStorm systems 

 

System Related Files 

Whenever a new system is created, a new directory with the system name is created under the FormStorm 

directory.  Taking the FormStorm Demo system as an example and assuming FormStorm is installed to 

C:\Program Files\FormStorm directory we would have the following: 

  The creating of the FormStorm Demo system will create a directory of 

C:\Program Files\FormStorm \FormStorm Demo\FormStorm Demo.xml 

This file contains all the system related definitions defined so far.  This includes field definitions, regions etc.. 

  Inside the FormStorm Demo the templates directory is created 

C:\Program Files\FormStorm \FormStorm Demo\Templates 

 If Reports were defined, the report definition resides in a file called reports.ini which resides in the 

C:\Program Files\FormStorm \FormStorm Demo directory 
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FormStorm Related Files 

These are files that can be shared among multiple systems 

 If dictionaries were defined these will reside in one of two places: 

For dictionaries defined for the verify process these are files with extension of dct and 

 

will reside in C:\Program Files\FormStorm\Dicts directory 

  

For dictionaries defined for the OCR process, these are files with extension of jdt or txt and 

reside in C:\Program Files\FormStorm\ocr\JDBs 
  If OCR Types have been defined these are stored in a file called ftypes.ini that  

resides in C:\Program Files\FormStorm\ocr directory 

 

Job Related Files 

When forms are being processed by FormStorm, all the information required to process these forms is stored 

in files inside the Queues directory.  To move Jobs being processed from one PC to another simply move all files 

from the Queues directory of PC #1 to the Queues directory of PC #2.  The Queues directory resides in 

C:\Program Files\FormStorm \FormStorm Demo\Queues 

It is possible to copy specific Jobs from one installation to another simply by copying across all Job related files.  

You can move all Job files or a specific Job.  If copying specific Jobs ensure all files related to that Job are copied.  

All files will have the same Job number as the file name. 

 

Import and Export 

The Import and Export facilities provide a simple mechanism for transferring systems between different 

FormStorm installations.  The export mechanism collects all the appropriate files that belong to the system into 

a single FSS file.  The import facility knows how to read an FSS file and create the appropriate system directories 

and files 
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To Export a System 

 In the Tools menu select the Export System option 

 

 

  Select the files required to be included and click the OK button 

 

The appropriate FSS file will be created in the location specified in the Compressed File Name field. 
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To Import a System 

 In the Login window enter the user name and password and click Import System  

 

 

  Select the FSS file containing the system required 

 

 

 Select the files required and press OK 
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. 

 Click the Login button to open the System 
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Using VB Scripts for Events 

 

FormStorm provides many entry points in the forms processing cycle to enable for customization of the process.  

These entry points are called Events and they allow for the activation of an external program in the form of a 

DLL or VB Script, to perform some function that is not in-built into FormStorm. 

  The script or DLLs must be in the FormStorm/DLL directory in order for FormStorm to know of its existence. 

To attach a function to an Event 

 

 Select the Event where the function should be invoked 

 

  In the Locate Function window select the DLL or VB script and select the required function 

 

 Click the OK button to accept 

 

To create a new script 

 

 Click the New Script button 

  Write the script and save 

 Click the Refresh button to see the new script name in the Locate Script window 
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To edit a script 

 

  Select the DLL or script to be edited 

  Click the Edit Script button 

 Edit the script and save the file 

 

To test a script 

 

  Select the DLL or script and the function to be tested 

  Click the Test Script button 

FormStorm will present a message providing information about any errors in the script 
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4. Semi-Form 
 

Semi-Form combines a number of features which are useful when processing documents regarded as semi 

structured in nature.  A semi structured document is one which has some of its elements repeating in the same 

position and some elements which can be in different locations from one form to another. 

An example of a semi structured form can be an invoice which has the header part always appearing exactly 

the same  but each invoice may have a different number of line items and therefore the Total field at the bottom 

may appear in a different location on each invoice. 

Field Label 

 

The Field Label functionality is used for cases where a field may not be in exactly the same position in each from 

but may shift vertically or horizontally from form to from.   Field Label tell FS to look for specific words and to 

look around the area where the field normally is.  Field Label is useful in cases where fields shift a little bit from 

form to form.  It is not intended to be used where the field could be anywhere on the page but only where it 

shifts a little vertically or horizontally 
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In the following example the image has shifted and the location of the region as specified in the template does 

not match where the field actually is 

 

 

Similarly for the Reference field 

 

 

 

Region location as 

per template 

 

Region where data 

is located 

Region location as 

per template 

Region where data 

is located 
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To solve this problem you can use the Field Label feature in Semi Form 

To define a Field Label 

 

  Select the Semi Form tab at the bottom 

  In Semi Form, select the required Template 

 

 Under the template name click on Field Label 

 Draw the area where the data is expected to be 
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  Click OK and then draw the area where the field label is.  The field label is the field name on the form  

 

 

 

Save changes and run batch through OCR again.  The field should now be recognized properly. 

 

 The area highlighted in yellow includes the field label which is the words FS will look for during processing 

time. 

  

Field Label 
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5. Managing the Queues 
 

FormStorm Queues are used to manage the work in progress throughout the process from Capture to Export.  

The Queues station is used by the administrator to manage and administer the workloads within FormStorm. 

 

Click the Queues tab at the bottom to access the Queues station 

 

  

The Job Name  

 

In FormStorm the Job Name is used to identify each Job.  The Job is a 16 digit number.   

 

For information on the job name format see Appendix H – Job Name Format.    
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There are a couple of ways by which additional information can supplement the Job number to make it easier 

to manage job. 

  

Using Original File Name as the Job name 

 

In cases where files are imported in the Capture station, it is possible to use the name of the file being imported 

as the name of the job 

 

  In System Properties General tab select Original Name as JobName 

 

 

 

  Close FormStorm and login again. 
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In the Queues you should now have option to show original file name as job name 

 

 

Displaying Extracted Data in Queues 

 

In order to have more information about a Job you can use values extracted from the documents 

 

For example, to use the data of the Surname we do the following: 

  For field Surname select Show in Queue 
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  In View mneu select Show Special Fields in Queue 

 

 

After the Job has been through OCR (when data has been extracted), the data will be displayed in the Queues 
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  If you do not see the Value column, click the Details button  

  

 

 

 

6.  License Manager 
 

FormStorm’s License Manager is used to manage the FormStorm installation and maintenance of systems 

created.  FormStorm License Manager serves several functions. The following section will explain in detail each 

tab on the main license manager screen and its core functionalities.  

 

The License Manager tabs include:  

 

Systems  used to add, delete, rename or copy systems 

License displays the server code, which is the unique identifier of the installation.  Also displays the number 

of each type of station that can be used in a network configuration for the particular license installation.  As 

well as optional components included with the license.  This tab is also used to install a new license file  
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Current Station used to display current station privileges i.e. the stations allowed to be used by the 

particular PC.  This tab is used to configure new stations for a particular PC 

Stations display the stations participating in the network configuration and their station privileges.  Also 

used to revoke all privileges from a station and free up the privileges and the station number. 

Password  used to define a new administrator password. 

 

 

 

 

 

Managing Systems 

 

The Systems tab within License Manager is used to manage the various systems created within FormStorm.  

The Systems tab lists the current Stations defined and the location and name of the XML file that contains their 

definitions.  
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To add a system through License Manager 

 

  Note that it is not a requirement to add a new system through License Manager and in fact this serves no 

real purpose.  The usual way to create a new system is to tick the New System field in the login screen and enter 

the new system name  See Creating a new system  

 

  In the Systems tab click on the Add button 

  Enter the name of the new system 

  FormStorm will display the location where the system definition XML file will be placed.  Define another 

location if you wish to do so. 
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Once the new system is created you can login to this system like any other existing system.  The 

system will not contain any form definitions. 
 

 

Logging on to the newly created system 
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Creating a new system created a new XML file which is used to store all system definitions.  When creating a 

new system FormStorm creates the appropriate file for the system with the minimal required information 

 

 

Status of XML of system when created 

 

To delete a system through License Manager 

 

  In the Systems tab select the system to be deleted and click on the Delete button 

  Select components to be deleted and click OK 

  

 

 FormStorm only deletes the system directory if the directory is empty.  However since FormStorm 

does not delete log files and other files placed by the user, in many cases you have to manually 

delete the directory if you want it removed. 
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To rename a system through License Manager 

 

  In the Systems tab select the system to be renamed and click on the Rename button 

  Enter the new system name and click OK 

 

 

To copy a system through License Manager 

 

  In the Systems tab select the system to be copied and click on the Copy button 
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 Enter the new system name and click OK 
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Installing and Viewing License Permissions 

 

The License tab in License Manager displays the installations license privileges and components including the 

expiry date of the license 

 

 

The License Permissions 

 

The License Permissions include:  

 

Server Code this is a unique number generated at install time.  The license provided must correspond to this 

server code number.  Also, you need to provide this number to CharacTell in order to receive a license.  The 

server code does not change when an upgrade installation is done as long as it is done over an existing 

installation.  If an uninstall is done, a new Server code is generated and the previous license will become invalid 

Site Number another unique number provided with a license which is not an evaluation license 

Licensed to name of person/company to which the license is provided 

Expiration Date the date until which FormStorm will work.  After this date an expiration message will 

appear when starting FormStorm and the application will terminate 
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Last purchased this is the date until which FormStorm can be upgraded.  If the date has  

Upgrade  passed, installing a new version over the existing one will cause FormStorm to terminate 

and a new license will be requested.  Therefore, upgrades should not be done if this date has passed 

Maximal Scan the maximum number of computers that can be assigned as Capture   

Stations (Scan) stations.  This is also the number of stations that can perform this function concurrently 

Maximal OCR the maximum number of computers that can be assigned as OCR stations.   

Stations This is also the number of stations that can perform this function concurrently 

Maximal Verify the maximum number of computers that can be assigned as Verify    

Stations stations.  This is also the number of stations that can perform this function concurrently 

Maximal Query the maximum number of computers that can be assigned as Query   

Stations (Retrieval) stations.  This is also the number of stations that can perform this function concurrently 

Barcode Barcode recognition is operational 

Kadmos the Kadmos handwriting recognition engine is operational 

PowerOCR printed OCR is operational 

European no longer used 

SemiForm Semi structure functionality provided within the SemiForm tab is operational 

CheckStorm not included in this manual 

TableStorm Table processing functionality is operational 

PostalDB use of American addresses database for address verification 

Enterprise license is for FormStorm Enterprise which can be scaled up to include more Capture, OCR or Verify 

stations 

CheckPlus not included in this manual 

AddressScript for American addresses  

FieldScript cursive writing where dictionary can be applied 

OcrOnCliQ allows for OCR ‘on the fly’ during Verify 

AutoForm allows template creation from within the Verify screen. 

DotNet remote scan and Verify – for future use 
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Verifiers allows for concurrent Verifiers without the need to install Verify stations on specific PCs 

SQL integration with databases is operational 

Docs General Invoice functionality is operational 

 

To install a new license file 

 

  From the License tab click on the Show New License button.  This will display information regarding what 

privileges and components the new license permits 

  If the information is correct select the Accept New License button. 

 Find the location of the new license file and select it 

 

To change the Temp Directory 

 

In the Current Station tab, enter the required temp directory location in the Local Working Directory field 

 

  if the station is not installed (concurrent verifiers) then you can pass the location of the temp directory in 

the command line: 
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formstorm.exe -defworkdir "c:\mytemp\" 
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Using FormStorm in a network configuration 

 

FormStorm is a network scalable forms processing solution allowing for multiple stations to work concurrently 

in a client server configuration.  When working in a networked configuration the installation comprises of a 

central FormStorm installation known as the server and one or more stations each with its own privilege 

definition. 

To allow for multiple PCs to work in a network configuration, FormStorm uses the concept of a central server 

and station nodes.  The central server acts as a file server containing the FormStorm executable files while each 

station is assigned station privileges which defines what functionality that station has. 

When working in a network configuration, FormStorm is only installed on the central server machine.  Logging 

on to the license manager on the server machine and clicking the License tab displays the current license server 

code, number of stations allowed of each type and optional components installed. 

Example of an installation with no expiry date and allowing for a maximum of 2 Capture, 1 OCR, 3 Verify and 0 

Query stations to be active at a time.  

 

  

  

In this example, up to 7 PCs can be concurrently used with the license.  One PC being the server and the six 

others being Capture, OCR, and Verify stations. 

 

 When installing the evaluation version, the license includes one of each type of station i.e. one 

Scan, one OCR, and one Verify station. 

 The Expiration Date specifies the date on which the FormStorm license expires and FormStorm will 

not work past that date.  DO NOT set your computer date to a date in the past.  In these cases, 

FormStorm will lock up and the only way to unlock it is to receive a special file to unlock FormStorm.  

Contact your reseller in such an event.  
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 The Last purchased upgrade is the date when maintenance expires.  You can upgrade FormStorm 

as long as the date is valid.  If the date has passed, the maintenance is no longer valid and upgrade 

cannot be done.  Do not attempt to upgrade in such cases, as FormStorm will request a new license 

file 

FormStorm stations can be either fixed on concurrent.  Fixed stations mean that the privilege is assigned to a 

specific PC for example a license which allows for 3 Verify can have those verify privileges assigned to PC1, PC2 

and PC3.  This means that these 3 PCs can perform verification concurrently, no other PC can perform 

verification even if PC1,2 and 3 are not using the Verify at the time since the privilege has been assigned 

specifically to these PCs. 

A concurrent privilege means that any PC can use the privilege as long as it is available.  Hence if a license has 

3 Verify privileges, up to 3 different PCs can perform verification concurrently.  No other PC can perform verify 

while 3 PCs are logged on but as soon as one of those PCs is logged off, any other PC can use that privilege and 

log on as a Verify. 

 Concurrent privileges only apply to Verify stations.  Capture and OCR stations are assigned to 

specific PCs. 

It is possible to have a mix of fixed and concurrent privileges.  For example, if the license allows for 3 Verify 

stations you can assign PC 1 and PC2 as the fixed Verify stations such that they will always be able to log in 

while the 3rd Verify privilege can be used by any other PC 

Installing FormStorm on a Server 

 

Installing FormStorm on a server follows the same procedure as any other FormStorm installation.  Double click 

the FormStorm installation file and follow the instructions.  

 All files in the FormStorm directory should be defined as Read Only.  The _Stations sub directory 

has to be Read Write Modify. 

 

To deploy a fixed station in a network 

 

When adding a fixed station (i.e. one that will always have the privilege) to a FormStorm installation, DO NOT 

install FormStorm on the PC that is to be used as a station.  The FormStorm software is only to be installed on 

the central server machine. 

 

  From the PC that is to be used as a FormStorm station, connect to the server machine and start up the 

FormStorm License Manager from the server machine 

  Select the Current Station tab 
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  Select the station number and select the privileges to be provided for this station 

 

 

 

In this example the Station ID is 02 and this station is to serve as a Verify station only. 

 

  Giving a station privileges effectively uses up that privilege so it cannot be used on another PC e.g. if a license 

allows for one Verify and one OCR and both are installed on to the same PC it will mean that both stations can 

only be run from that particular PC.  In most cases, each PC will be allocated a single privilege e.g. a Capture 

station for a scanning machine or a Verify station for a machine to be used by the data entry operator 
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   Click the Install Current Station button 

  If you select a privilege and there is no free privilege of that type, or if you select a component that is not 

included in the license, a message ‘License over used’ will be displayed. 

  The Query station is an optional station so ensure your license includes this option if you want to install it 

  The instance should be used to run several FormStorm instances on the same machine. For example, it is 

possible to run two OCR instances on the same machine. Another example is running Capture with scan folders 

and OCR on two instances. This provides better usage of the computer resources. To run FormStorm on a 

specific instance, use the parameter -inst in FormStorm command line (see FormStorm User Guide for further 

documentation). 

  If no privileges are available to be assigned to the station because all available privileges of the required 

type have been assigned to other stations, you will need to revoke the privilege from the other station or delete 

the station from the network altogether.  See section on revoking a station privilege. 

 

To create shortcuts to FormStorm 

 

  Open the License Manager and select the Current Station tab. 

  Select the required shortcuts to be created 

  Click on the Create Shortcuts button 

 

 

  Entering the Automatic Login Parameters will create a shortcut that automatically starts up FormStorm with 

the specified User Name and System. 
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  If Scan Queues is on, FormStorm will prompt upon startup if Scan Queues is to be resumed.  To disable 

prompt use –sq in the command line starting FormStorm 
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To view current station installation 

 

  Open the License Manager and click on the Stations tab.  This tab details the stations currently configured 

and the privileges each one has 

 

 

 

In this example all privileges have been assigned to a single PC.  In this case FormStorm is effectively being used 

on a single PC as a stand-alone configuration.  However, you can switch to a networked configuration at any 

time by following the directions listed above and deploying a station in a network configuration.  

 

  The Delete Station functionality is also useful when a problem occurs with a certain station such that it is 

not displaying all required tabs assigned to that station.  In such circumstances you can delete that specific 

station and then define it again using the Current Station tab from that station. 
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Transferring Privileges between Stations 

 

To transfer a privilege from one station to another you need to revoke that privilege from the station it is 

currently assigned to so that it can be available to be used on another PC.  This can be done either by installing 

current station without the required privilege or by deleting the station from the installation 

 

To revoke a station privilege 

 

  From the PC that currently has the required privilege, connect to the server and open the License Manager 

 
 

In this example this station currently has one of each privilege.   

 

  Remove the privilege you want to transfer and click the Install Current Station button 

 

 

In this example the Verify privilege has been removed and is now available to be used on another PC.  
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To delete a station  

 

  From any PC connect to the server and open the License Manager.  Select the Stations tab 

  Select the station you want to remove completely and click the Delete Station button 

 

 

 

  Click OK to remove the station from the installation.  This will free up the station number and the privileges 

that were attached to that station 
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Changing the Administrator Password 

 

The default administrator name for FormStorm is ‘admin’ and the default password is ‘admin51’.    

 

To change the administrator password 

 

  In FormStorm License Manager select the Password tab 

  Enter the current password (admin51 if this was not changed previously) and enter the new password in the 

New Password and Retype New Password fields 

  Click the Change button 
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7. Appendix A: 

Scripts - Examples 
Validation Function 

 

FormStorm calls the field validation event in two cases. First, just before displaying the field and second, for 

confirmation during verify.  

 

The following is an example to determine which fields to show: 

 

    if FSE.Reason = 1 then  

        if <OCR content is OK> then 

            FSE.Res = 0 

        else 

            FSE.Res = 1 

        end if 

   end if 

... 

 

  Use FSE.Reason = 2 to check validity when exiting field 
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Example 1 

Field A + Field B must equal Field C 
If it is not equal, show error message in Verify 

In this example the script will be attached as a Validation function 

 

 Create the script 

 

 

 

  If the script was created with an editor not from within FormStorm make sure the script is placed in the 

FormStorm/ DLLs directory 
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  Attach the script to the field.   

 

 

 Select the script and function and click the OK button 
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The script is now attached to field C and will be invoked during the Verify 

 

 

Example 2 

Store contents of OMR results into a single field and display that field 

In this case the form has the following for entering Surname and Name 

 
The requirement is to collect the OMR results from the different fields and store them into a single field.  Then 

in the verify, show the single field rather than the OMR fields. 

In the Setup, each column from A to Z is defined as a separate field e.g. for Surname create fields 1 to field 18 

and for First Name create field G1 to G14 
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A Surname field of type alpha and size 1 to 18 is also created as well as a field called First Name of type Alpha 

and size 1 to 14.  These fields are not assigned an OCR Type because no OCR will be applied to them.  Instead 

the OMR results will be stored into them 

 

The function will be invoked at the end of the OCR process 
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The Script: 
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Example 3 

In this example if on the form there is a mark indicating that the mailing address is the same as 

the supply address then FormStorm will automatically copy the supply address fields into the 

mailing address fields. 

 

 

If this field is ticked then the field in FormStorm called ‘Addr As Above’ is set to ‘Y’.  The VB script checks if this 

field is ‘Y’ and if it is the supply address fields will be copied into the mailing address field 

 

 Create the script 
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  If the script was created with an editor not from within FormStorm make sure the script is placed in the 

FormStorm/ DLLs directory 

 

 Attach the script to the OnEndJob event 

In this case we want to activate the script at the end of the verify process so that the verifier can ensure the 

field ‘Addr As Above’ is correctly set to ‘Y’.   
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Example 4 

In this example a field is checked during Verify time that only a numeric value, a comma or a decimal point was 

entered, all other characters are invalid and cannot be accepted.  This script is added as a Validation Function 

 

 Create the script 

 

 If the script was created with an editor not from within FormStorm make sure the script is placed 

in the FormStorm/ DLLs directory 
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 Attach the script to the Validation Function event 
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Example 5 

In this example the Validation Function is used to lookup values in a database.  This example checks if the 

Postcode and Suburb entered have a corresponding matching entry in the database 

 

 Create the script 

 

 

 Attach the script as Validation Function for the field which should trigger the check 
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Example 6 

In this example the second page of every batch is flagged as an attachment 

 

 Create the script 

 

 

 Attach the script as an OCR Event OnEndPage 
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Example 7 

In this example the file name of the exported data file and image file is made up of data captured in a number 

of different pages as follows: 

 

 

 Create the script 

 

 

 Attach the script in System Properties, Events tab, Export sub-tab 
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 In System Properties Export tab select Write Separate Data File for each ‘Page’ and Write Separate 

Image File for each ‘Page’ 
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Example 8 

What this script does is specify that once the field Invoice Amount is entered then any page that comes after 

the page which has Invoice Amount, is an attachment.  The idea is that once you have reached the page 

containing Invoice Amount (the invoice total field), then any page that comes after is not part of the invoice but 

rather an attachment 

 

 Create the script 
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 Attach the script in System Properties, Events tab, OCR sub-tab, OnStartPage 

 

 

Example 9 

The following example is a DLL script which is included with the systems InvoiceDemo.  This script enables the 

Verifier to specify that the next page is a continuation of the invoice 
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Example 10 

This script takes images with barcode 39 that have the word BREAK and separates the documents based on this  

 

 Create the script 

 

 

 Attach the script as OCREndJob 
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Example 11 

This script connects to a SQL database and checks a field value 

 Create the script 
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Example 12 

This script takes a batch which has patch codes separators and separates the images based on the patch code.  

The script also ensures the patch code pages are removed 

 

Example: In the following example there are 10 pages with 3 patch code separators.   

 

 

Required output: 3 files 
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 Create the script 

 

 

Script is OnEndJob in OCR process 
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Example 13 

This script checks a field against a table in a database 
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8.  
Example 14 

This script exports data with header fields repeated for each table row 

 

For example: 

Header fields:  Invoice Number, Invoice Date, Vendor Name 

Table fields: Item Desc, Item Qty, Item Price 

 

Output format: 

Invoice Number, Invoice Date, Vendor Name, Item Desc(1), Item Qty(1), Item Price(1)  

Invoice Number, Invoice Date, Vendor Name, Item Desc(2), Item Qty(2), Item Price(2)  

Invoice Number, Invoice Date, Vendor Name, Item Desc(3), Item Qty(3), Item Price(3)  

…. 

(1), (2), (3) refer to the row in the table i.e. row 1, row 2, row 3 and so on 
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Example 15 

This script replaces a ‘1’ value with ‘Yes’ and a ‘2’ value with ‘No’ 

The script is activated on Export 
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9. Appendix B: 

Customizing FormStorm 

Changing the User Interface Language 

 

The default language for the FormStorm user interface is English.  All the labels used within the screens are 

specified in the file called English.gui.   This file is located within the FormStorm directory.  The interface 

language mechanism is designed such that all labels are given an identifier and are included in this file.  In this 

way the labels can be changed or translated to other languages by simply changing the labels within this file 

   

English.gui file 

 

Translating the User Interface File 

In order to translate the user interface you need translate the English.gui file to a new file with a different name.  

For example a German file might be called German.gui. 

When translating this file you need to keep in mind the following: 

(a). Most lines start with an "ID word" followed by a comma. The ID word should not be changed (e.g.MSG0246) 

(b). A line that starts with a semi colon i.e. ;  is a comment and there is no need to translate. 

(c). Some text may appear on several lines. If the line ends with the backslash symbol i.e. \ it means the 

continuation appears on the next line. 
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(d). When translating  try to keep the words to about the same text length. See also comment below regarding 

the font size. 

(e). When you see text with % sign - it means that this text will be replaced by a name or a number (%s - name, 

%d - number). Keep these signs in the translated text. 

E.g.:  

English: 

"open file %s" 

French: 

"ouvre file %s" 

Adding a New Interface Language 

To define a new interface language, follow these steps: 

 From the View menu select Interface Language. 

 Type the language name as required e.g. German and change the GUI file name to the new file name (e.g. 

German.gui). 

 The font size default is 10. If the text of the translation is too long in many of the cases  you can change the 

font size to 8. 

 Click on the Update button. 

 

 

 Click Close and then select Interface Language from the View menu again 
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The new language is now included in the list of supported languages 

 The parameters for the new language are added to the Languages.ini file located in the FormStorm 

directory 

 
 

 

Selecting the Interface Language 

To select the user interface language, follow these steps: 

 From the View menu select Interface Language. 
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 Select the desired language and click the Select Button 

 

 Click Close  

The language will be changed the next time you open FormStorm 
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Changing the Theme 

 

You can change the Theme by making the appropriate definitions in the Languages.ini file.  Add the following 

lines to change the theme 

 

[Product] 

Theme=3 

 

 Theme can be 1-7   
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The Configuration File 
 

The FormStorm Configuration file (FormStorm.cfg) is used to allow for certain configurations that can be 

applied.  These include: 

1. Hide Screen Elements 

2. Disable Screen Elements 

3. Specify a lock time  

4. Re-assign keyboard keys 

 If you do not have FormStorm.cfg in the FormStorm directory, you can create one, it is a simple 

text file as follows: 

 

 the semi-colon at the start of a line specifies this line is a comment and FormStorm ignores the line 
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Hiding or Disabling Screen Elements 

 

In FormStorm it is possible to hide or to inactivate most screen elements including Menu items, Tabs, Labels 

and so on.  This is done using the ‘FormStorm.cfg’ file.  This file specifies which elements needs to be hidden or 

inactivated 

 

Example: 

To disable the Create New System button 

 

 

The Create New System checkbox is disabled 

 

Similarly to hide it: 
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The checkbox is hidden: 

 

 

Specify a Lock Time 

 

It is possible to setup FormStorm such that if no activity occurs for a certain time then FormStorm locks up and 

can only be accessed again using the password 

The Lock time is specified in the FormStorm.cfg file 
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Re-assign Keyboard Keys 

 

It is also possible to use the FormStorm.cfg file to reassign functions to keyboard keys.  For example the line 

FP_192=115 under the section called [Keys] is used to assign the F4 functionality to the ` key (the one to the 

left of 1 on the keyboard).   Similarly the line FP_S192=115 means that S192 (Shift+`) is mapped to 115 (F4).   In 

a similar manner other keys can be re-assigned. 

  

 to see all the possible keys you can look in: 

http://vmd.myxomop.com/apires/ref/other/virtualkeycodes.html. In this table you can see that the 

value of VK_F4 is &H73 which is 115. And the value of VK_OEM_3 is &HC0 which is 192. VK_OEM_3 

is ` as you can see in this web page. You can use A192 for Alt+` or C192 for ctrl+` or CS192 for 

ctrl+shift+`. The order of ACS if you want a combination must be alphabetic (ACS and not ASC). 

 

http://vmd.myxomop.com/apires/ref/other/virtualkeycodes.html
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10. Appendix C: 

Concurrent Verifiers 
The default license mechanism deployed by FormStorm is that of fixed license permissions.  This means that to 

create a station PC e.g. a Capture Station, an OCR Station or a Verify station, the administrator has to manually 

assign the station permissions to the appropriate PC.   See FormStorm License Manager, Using FormStorm in a 

Network Configuration for more information on assigning fixed license permissions 

The fixed permissions works well in most installations with specific PCs assigned appropriate roles such as 

Capture (scan) PC, the OCR PC and the Verify PC, and these roles do not often change so the fact that the license 

permissions have been allocated to specific PCs is not an issue. 

There is one exception to this case and that is with Verify PCs whereby there could be situations where a certain 

number of Verify licenses are held but that number needs to be used by a large number of PCs.  For example, 

a site may have 10 Verify licenses but have 30 PCs that might need to perform Verification although not all at 

the same time.  The 10 Verify license means that up to 10 users can log in concurrently.  However with the fixed 

permissions if a Verify user logs off a certain PC and another user wants to use the Verify permission but on 

another PC which has not been assigned as a Verify PC, the administrator will need to take the license off the 

first PC and assign it to the new PC.  This can get tedious where there are frequent changes. 

The Concurrent Verify license is used to provide functionality of allowing Verifiers to log in without the need to 

specifically allocate Verify permissions.  FormStorm still ensures that the number of users logged in concurrently 

does not exceed the number allowed by the license e.g. if the site has 10 Verify license then only 10 users will 

be able to log in at once.  However with Concurrent Verify, any user can log in as a Verifier as long as there is a 

Verify license available and the user has a valid User ID. 

 

Installation 

 In order to allow for concurrent verification, the FormStorm license must enable ‘Concurrent Verifiers’.  To 

check if your license provides this, open FormStorm License Manager and make sure the Verifiers option is 

ticked. 

file:///C:/Personal/Amos/Toshiba%20backup%208%20Nov/Amos/CharacTell/Documents/FormStorm%20User%20Guide/Latest%20version%202018/FormStorm%20User%20Guide%2020180517.docx%23_Using_FormStorm_in_a%20network%20config
file:///C:/Personal/Amos/Toshiba%20backup%208%20Nov/Amos/CharacTell/Documents/FormStorm%20User%20Guide/Latest%20version%202018/FormStorm%20User%20Guide%2020180517.docx%23_Using_FormStorm_in_a%20network%20config
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When a license which has the Verifiers option is accepted through FormStorm License Manager, it creates a list 

of files in the FormStorm\_Stations directory 

 Ensure these files have been created 

 

 

 Ensure users have appropriate permissions: 

The _Stations directory must have Read / Write / Modify permission 
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 On each client PC which needs to be used as a Verify station, create a shortcut to the server pointing to the 

FormStorm.exe file. 

 

When a Verify user logs on to FormStorm a file in the _Stations directory is assigned to that user.  For example 

when the first Verifier logs in the files will be as such: 

 

 

In this example, there is one active Verifier with User Name JoeBloggs.  

 

If a second verifier logs in the file allocation will be as follows: 

 

 

When a user logs off, the file is free and available for use by another user. 
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11. Appendix D: 

FormStorm via Remote Server 
Using remote server such as Citrix, Windows Terminal Server or others, you can enable remote verification to 

be done.  The installation of FormStorm for Remote Server is straightforward and requires only a few additional 

steps. 

Installation 

 In order to allow for remote verification, the FormStorm license must enable ‘Concurrent Verifiers’.  To check 

if your license provides this, open FormStorm License Manager and make sure the Verifiers option is ticked. 
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 Change the Properties field of FormStorm 

 

 

The Property Target should be: 

C:\FormStorm\FormStorm.exe -defworkdir "C:\FormStorm\WorkDirs\%s\" 

  

 

 the defworkdir specifies the location and name of the directory where Verifier’s temporary files 

will be stored.  In this example the location is “C:\FormStorm\WorkDirs\” 
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 It is advised to create the Temp directory in a separate directory to C:\FormStorm. In this example 

the location was created as C:\FormStorm\WorkDirs for simplistic purpose. 

 Create the directory where the verify temp files will be stored 

  

 the directory WorkDirs needs to be manually created.  The directories 00, 0A, 0B etc. are created 

automatically by FormStorm.  Each Verifier logged in will be assigned one of these sub-directories 

where their temporary files will be stored separately from those of the other verifiers 

   

 Ensure users have appropriate permissions: 

1. The WorkDirs directory must have Read / Write / Modify permission 

2. The _Stations directory must have Read / Write / Modify permission 
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12. Appendix E:  Language Support 
 

FormStorm supports OCR of many languages.  This section explains how to implement language support to 

allow OCR of languages other than English.  FormStorm uses different OCR engines for Printed text than it does 

for Handwriting text, therefore different settings are required for each type of writing. 

 

Download Classifier for Handwriting 

In order to support OCR of handwriting text, the appropriate language support files need to be installed. 

 

 Download the appropriate language support files from the web site 

http://www.charactell.com/FormStormDL.html  

 

  

 

 Unzip the language file into the FormStorm\OCR directory 

  

http://www.charactell.com/FormStormDL.html
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Define Language within the Setup 

To define language support at the global level for full page OCR define the required language in System 

Properties OCR tab 

 

 

To define language support for date fields for the MMM part in date format DD-MMM-YY define the required 

language in Field Properties OCR tab 
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To define Language Support at the field level for fields with Print text: 

 

 Select the Region corresponding to the field and click on the OCR Type button 

  

 

 Ensure Machine Print is selected 
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 Click the Hints tab and select the required language 

 

 

To define Language Support at the field level for fields with Handwriting text: 

 

 Select the Region corresponding to the field and click on the OCR Type button 
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 Ensure Handwriting is selected 

 

 

 Click the ICR tab and click the File Open icon next to Kadmos  

 

 
 

 Select the appropriate language classifier.  The files will be available if they were downloaded and unzipped 

into the required location 

 

 

  Enter Weight as 100 
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 The Weight determines how much weighting each of the two OCR engines get.  The two engines 

are JustICR and Kadmos.  For languages other than English JustICR does not have a classifier hence 

the Weight is 100 for Kadmos 
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13. Appendix F: 

Secure Login 
FormStorm’s Secure Login provides tighter control over login security as well as a more comprehensive 

password control mechanism.  The Secure Login mechanism can only be activated if the License includes this 

permission 

 

 

Standard Login Security 

 

When not using the Secure Login mechanism, FormStorm still provides for a password based login facility.  Any 

user which has the Manage Users permission can create new users 
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The user details are stored in the <System>_users.ini file which is located inside the directory of the system 

where the user is defined.  For example, users defined in the SampleDemo system will be included in the 

SampleDemo_users.ini file 

 

 

The file itself contains user related information 

 

Secure Login  
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The Secure Login mechanism can be deployed where more stringent access control and password protection 

rules need to be applied.  The Secure Login can only be activated if the License permits this facility. 

 

To activate Secure Login 

 

 Startup the Secure Login application  

 

 The first time the Secure Login application is activated it needs to be initialized 

 

 Login to the application 

 

 

 Define the Secure Login Server parameters 
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User Files Directory – this is the directory which will hold the files containing the user information.  This 

directory should be protected and only the FSESecureLogin.exe application should have access to it.  The reason 

for this is that if users have access to these files they can compromise access security. 

 This directory does not have to be a sub-directory of FormStorm. 

 

Minimal Number Password Characters – the minimum number of characters that is allowed as part of the 

passwords defined by users 

Maximal Number Password Characters – the maximum number of characters that is allowed as part of the 

passwords defined by users  

Minimal Password Strength – in order to define password strength, 4 categories have been defined 

Category 1 – all Upper characters 

Category 2 – all Lowercase characters 

Category 3 – punctuation marks 

Category 4 – numbers 

Minimal Password Strength of 1 means anything can be defined as password 

Minimal Password Strength of 2 means at least 2 categories need to be included in the password e.g. Upper 

and Lowercase letters 
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Minimal Password Strength of 3 means at least 3 categories need to be included in the password 

Minimal Password Strength of 4 means at least 4 categories need to be included in the password i.e. the 

password must include at least 1 upper case, 1 lowercase, 1 punctuation and 1 number 

Password Expiration Period (in days) – the number of days until users are requested to change their passwords.  

A value of zero means password does not expire 

Password History – the number of previous passwords which cannot be re-used.  A value of zero means there 

are no restrictions, same passwords can be re-used 

Maximal Login Errors before Lockout – the number of failed login attempts before user account is locked out.  

A value of zero means no locking of user accounts 

 

Secure Login – Run time 

 

When using the Secure Login facility the Secure Login application (FSESecureLogin.exe) has to be active 

therefore it is recommended to add this application to the Startup of the server.  The Secure Login icon should 

be displayed in the bottom right hand taskbar 

 

 

Once the Secure Login application is up, new users can be defined 
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In the location defined for storing the user information, files will be created storing this information 

 

 

 This directory should be protected and only the FSESecureLogin.exe application should have access to it.  

The reason for this is that if users have access to these files they can compromise access 

 

Each file will contain the appropriate details 

 

 

 

There is another sub directory involved in the login process.  The _UserRequests directory is used to store files 

temporary.  These files are used for communication between FormStorm and the Secure Login application 

during the process of logging in 
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14. Appendix G: 

Encrypted Files 
FormStorm encryption provides the required functionality for situation where security requirements dictate 

that data and image files be encrypted.  When encryption is used, the data and image files can only be viewed 

through FormStorm.  Anyone trying to access the files from applications other than FormStorm will not be able 

to view these files. 

 

The Encrypted Files facility is enabled through the FormStorm License.  Therefore before this feature can be 

used, a special license needs to be received and activated.  This license contains a key which is used in the 

encryption process. 

 

 Any files created in FormStorm using a license with an encryption key will only be able to be viewed 

and exported using the installation using this key.  Any installation having no key or a different key 

will not be able to display or export these files. 

 

The Encryption mechanism can only be activated if the License includes this permission 

  

 

From a user perspective there will be no difference using FormStorm.  However anyone trying to view files 

residing in the Queues directory will not be able to see any of the contends 

For example in the Capture Station the images appear as normal 
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However accessing these directly from the Queues 

 

The files cannot be viewed 
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Similarly after OCR or Verify, the data file is encrypted 

 

 

 

 

 When working with the Encryption mechanism it is recommended to use an Export station and only 

that station shall have access to the Export directory.. 
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15. Appendix H: 

Miscellaneous 

Verify Keys in Field Mode 
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Verify Keys in Page Mode 
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Installing FormStorm as Windows Service 

 

FormStorm can be run as Windows Server and perform in the background without any user interaction. For 

FormStorm service a utility called FSEMonitor is provided.  This utility is responsible for FormStorm background 

performance including auto restart and automatically suspend problematic jobs to keep process running.  

FormStrom service installation is simple, but basic knowledge of FormStorm setup and Windows system 

administration is required. 

FSEMonitor can run multiple background instances of FormStorm, each instance on different system or each 

instance on different function (one for Capture, second on OCR etc.) Please contact your reseller for assisting 

in such kind of installation. 

NOTE: All installation step should be performed in Administrator mode – using Windows/AD administrator 

account 

 

Installing FormStorm instance for the FormStorm service  

 

it is possible to run several FormStorm instances on same machine. For that we need to install additional 

instance using LicenseManger: 

a. Run <Installation Folder>\LicenseManager.exe 

b. Open “Current Station” tab 

c. Select “Service” from instance list 

d. Select Available Station ID 

e. Select correct Station Privileges - NO Verify and No Query   
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f. Click on Install Current Station button – On success installation, “Station Installed Successfully” 

will appear 

 

 

Configure what systems will be part of background processing  

 

 it is recommended to use Windows Administrator Command Prompt. 

g. Navigate to FormStorm installation folder 

h. Run FormStorm using -inst 4 -scansys command switches  
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i. FormStorm Login dialog will appear – Login into first system that will be a part of ScanSystems  

j. ScanSystems dialog will appear (it may appear in Minimized state, click in FormStorm on status 

bar in this case) 

 
k. Add system/s to Systems To Scan and for each one define: user, password and amount of jobs to 

process per cycle.  

l. Click on Save to save settings and click on Run to make sure ScanSystems is working correctly 

m. Close FormStrom 

NOTES:  

1. It is recommended to create separate FormStorm users for each system and do not use an 

Admin account 

2. Make sure that in each system there is no Mapped Network Drives – FormStorm as 

background process will not be able to access these 

 

Installing FSEMonitor  

 

This utility will run FormStorm in background in service mode 

n. Open Windows Administrator Command Prompt 

o. Navigate to <FormStorm installation>folder 

p. Run FSEMonitor.exe /install 
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q. run Service.msc and check the list of services, FSEMonitor should appear among services list: 

 
 

r. Note that service is installed, set to Automatic startup type but it is not running yet. Depends on 

security setting of the environment there are additional steps to perform: 

i. Open FSEMonitor service properties and navigate to Log On tab: 

ii.  

 
 

iii. Select Windows Administrator/Special account that FSEMonitor will use for processing 

iv. Optional: It is possible to set additional Recovery settings in Recovery tab such as 

automatic restart of the service or run some user-environment-specific program 
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s. Close service properties and run the service 

 

 

NOTES: It is possible to monitor FormStorm service (background) performance using FSCS.exe provided in 

installation folder. FSEMonitor creates it’s own log file located under <FormStorm installation>\Logs\ folder 
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FormStorm like a Service 
It is possible to run FormStorm as a service. In doing so, FormStorm will run in the background, scan the systems 

and look for job to add, process or export. In this mode FormStorm will take the latest saved system scan 

settings and run them automatically. 

   

To run in this mode you need to create a shortcut in Windows Menu / Startup folder. This shortcut should have 

the following parameters: 

   

-service - this tells FormStorm to run in service mode 

-u [username] - to skip login screen when starting FormStorm 

-p [password] - to skip login screen when starting FormStorm 

-s [systemname] - name of the first system to login. To skip login screen when starting FormStorm 

   

When you run FormStorm as a service, it will create a small icon in Windows bar. If you wish to open FormStorm 

interface, then right click on this icon and select Open. If you want to close - select Exit from this menu. 
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Startup Options 

 

Use the following options in the Startup properties to control various options related to the way FormStorm 

starts 

 

Auto login: 

-s <sys name> - system 

-u <user> - username 

-p <password> - password 

 

Auto restart - FormStorm will restart itself after certain number of pages/jobs ( if job has more pages then job 

will be processed to completion and then restarted ).  

Count is done  in OCR only. Useful for "scan queue" option: 

-sq – start scanning folder on start ( capture ) 

-sqo – start capture and OCR scan queue 

-sqe – start capture and Export scan queue 

-maxpages <npages> 

-maxjobs <njobs> 

 

Miscellaneous: 

-nosplash  - don't show splash screen 

-inst <instance number 0-3> - run FormStorm in a specific instance (default: 0). This is useful for running several 

logical station on the same physical station. 

-omnipage – turn omnipage OCR on 

-noomni  - turn omnipage OCR off 

-tocr – turn TOCR engine on 
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-notocr – turn TOCR engine off 

-RegIni – save user settings in ini file instead of Windows registry  

( useful for operating systems prior to Vista, Vista and later always saves in ini file ) 

-maint  run maintenance tool 

-defworkdir <path> - if in licensemanager.exe defined different working directory than fsWorkDir – then user 

should add this switch with the same path used in the License Manager tool 
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Job Name Format 

The following example describes the format of the Job name in FormStorm  

Job Name:   0120121121151951_01000 

Format: 

01 – capture station 

 

20121121151951 – date and time of capture YYYYMMDDHHmmSS 

 

01 – current state : 

 

 NoState   = 00 

 WaitingOCR  = 01 

  OCRProcessing  = 02 

  WaitingVerify  = 03 

  VerifierProcessing  = 04 

  WaitingVerify2  = 05 

  Verifier2Processing = 06 

  WaitingSupervisor  = 07 

  SupervisorProcessing = 08 

  WaitingExport  = 09 

  ExportProcessing  = 10 

  WaitingMatching  = 11 

  MatchingProcessing = 12 

  WaitingConvene  = 13 

  ConveneProcessing = 14 
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00 – station that currently working on the job  

 

0 – job flag  

Regular = 0 

Hold = 1 

Error = 2 

XML Schema 

 

Conf - the confidence, value between 0 and 100. This value is returned by recognition engine 

org_ocr - the OCR result 

ocr_content - the value after OCR completes post processing (post processing is done after the OCR process to 

improve the OCR result.  Post processing is based on definitions in the Setup) 

torg_left - coordinates of the region on the template in pixels. It is calculated from the left of image. 

torg_top - coordinates of the region on the template in pixels.  It calculated from the top of image. 

typist_content - the value of the field.  If this attribute doesn't appear on the XML - then the field value is 

empty. 

s_ver – field value as entered by typist 

b_ver - true if was verified by verifier 

s_ver2 - field value as entered by TruTypist 

b_ver2 - true if was verified by TruTypist 

b_sup - true if was verified by supervisor 

bstt - true if the field should be displayed to TruTypist 

ssc - true if supervisor should solve conflict in this field 
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FormStorm Log 

Code List: 

10 - Error message 

11 - Warning 

20 - Log line entered manually from Log tab 

21 - Log line entered using API call FSALog 

30 - A job was sent to the queues (job) 

31 – Scanning details (job, job file name, #pages) 

32 – Scanning document details (job, #pages, #documents) 

33 – Scanning summary (job, #pages, #files) 

34 – Scanning conversion (from file to file) 

40 - OCR started to process a job (job) 

41 - OCR completed processing a job (job, #pages #rec-pages #filled-fields #empty-fields #rec-fields) 

42 - OCR aborted processing (job) 

43 - list of templates that were used for matching in this job (job, template1, template2…) 

44 – OCR error (job) 

45 - connects between original file/s name and job name (job, files…) 

46 – OCR summary (job, #pages #docs #attachments #deleted) 

50 - Verifier started processing a job (job) 

51 - Verify completed processing a job (job #pages #rec-pages #err-pages #filled-fields #empty-fields #rec-fields 

#err-fields #chars #rec-chars #err-chars #auto-pages #corrected-pages) 

52 - Verify abort or discard changes (job) 

54 – Verify pages (job "form" "template" #pages #rec-pages #err-pages #filled-fields #empty-fields #rec-fields 

#err-fields #chars #rec-chars #err-chars) 

55 – Verify regions (job job "form" "template" "field" #filled-fields #empty-fields #rec-fields #err-fields #chars 

#rec-chars #err-chars) 

60 - TruTypist started processing a job (job) 
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61 - TruTypist completed processing a job (job #pages #rec-pages #err-pages #filled-fields #empty-fields #rec-

fields #err-fields #chars #rec-chars #err-chars #auto-pages #corrected-pages) 

62 - TruTypist abort or discard changes (job) 

70 - Supervisor started processing a job (job) 

71 - Supervisor completed processing a job (job #pages #rec-pages #err-pages #filled-fields #empty-fields #rec-

fields #err-fields #chars #rec-chars #err-chars #auto-pages #corrected-pages) 

72 - Supervisor abort or discard changes (job) 

80 - Export started processing a job 

81 - Export completed processing a job 

82 - Export abort or discard changes 

83 – export stats (job, box, regno, #docs, #sheets, #pages, #OCROK, #VerOK, #Ver2OK, VerifierName, 

Verifier2Name, SupervisorName, VerifyTime, Verify2Time, SupTime, #SepSheets, #CoverSheets) 

84 – Export file name (job, filename, #pages) 

85 – Export pages summary (job #pages #docs #attachments #deleted) 

90 - Job moved to another queue manually (job, from, to) 

91 - Job was deleted from the queue manually (job) 

92 - Job was held or released (job, 0/1) 

100 - Matching started processing a job (job) 

101 - Matching completed processing a job (job, #pages #rec-pages #err-pages #filled-fields #empty-fields #rec-

fields #err-fields #chars #rec-chars #err-chars #auto-pages #corrected-pages) 

102 - Matching abort or discard changes (job) 

110 - QC started processing a job (job) 

111 - QC completed processing a job (job, #pages #rec-pages #err-pages #filled-fields #empty-fields #rec-fields 

#err-fields #chars #rec-chars #err-chars #auto-pages #corrected-pages) 

112 - QC abort or discard changes (job) 

113 - QC move a job between queues (job, from-QC, to-qOCR) 

114 - QC hold a job (job, 1) 

120 – login (user, fail/ok, ip, system) 



 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


